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WILL THE CYCLE BE
UNBROKEN?

STUDENTS IGNORED
BY CSFC, REPRESENTATION
BECOMES CAMPUS
ISSUE
Make what you will out of the Studen t A ssociation s announcem ent
and Susie Wadsworth's article "For Whom Do You Build"*there emerges
a crucial question about the administration's attitude towards student repre
sentation in college affairs. Do they really care what you or anyone
thinks? The CSFC does not.
The Committee to Study the Future of Colby had one student representative. Is that adequate representation? Are you kidding? It appears in fact as nothing more than an obvious concession to alleged
concern with student opinion.
Why was it gone about this way? It seems unlikely that the CSFC
actually intended this omission as an expression of their attitude towards
student opinion. Nevertheless whether purposefully or simply ignorant
the CSFC has said a m outhful on wha t they think about student opinion
and its worth. The college has outgrown the campus as one faculty
mem ber noted. There is an obvious need for new buildings. Who should
establish the priorities for the necessary buildings? Those who utilize
the facilities should play no small part in these considerations. Not as
anyone's concession to accepting student opinion but as an important
source of information. Students are not sim ply tenants at Colby.
Thus without making allegations about the CSFC and their reasons
for ignoring the student body one fact is apparent. The CSFC failed to
perform competently . Faced with the serious task of recommending
building priorities thery failed to examine the question adequately.
The Board of Trustees then has before them a docum ent which
fails to recognize the Board's responsibility to the students by failing to
recognize the students themselves. Hopefully , they will recognize this
failure and ask for its rectification. This is their responsibility as the
college's governing body.
It is apparent that the issue of student representation in college
affairs has taken a serious beating. If this ignorance of student opinion
is allowed to stand then student representation is dead. Students can
return to expressing them selves on serious issues such as the price of
Xerox copies and the ducks on the pond.
DE
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To the Editors :
The meeting that has been called by the Executive Committee of the Studen t Associa tion presents an important landmark for this student
governm ent. To call it an All Campus Meeting
in the strict sense of the Constitution is inappropriate because it has not been organized under
the specific requirements as set down in Article
II. Therefore , it should be noted that any resolutions which come from it arc not binding.
However, the reasoning behind their request is
vital as it vill provide a forum for airing student concern about an important aspect of the
College's future : building priorities. It is laudable that the Executive Committee called this
meeting as it is acting in accord with the Prologue of tlie Constitution 'to increase student: influence in the college com munity; and
to doo whatever is necessary and proper to promote
the betterment of Colby College...' additionally
the results of the meeting might influence a
lution, which could be
resolution,
1>e pa ssed by the Executive

1

The decade of the 1960' s has usually been characterized as be|
ing a period of great change , unrest, disillusionment , and confusion.
1
Looking back on that turbulent era can be both upsetting and nosI
talgic, for , if it was not the best of times, it was certainly a time
I
when this country and the world was undergoing a positive awak|
ening from m any long years of neurotic conservatism . The frustra|
tions of numerous political tragedies, the war in Indochina , and
increasing civil disturbances and injustices all helped make the gen)
eral spirit of the 60's full of emotion and action on all sides of the
1
issues.
5
Youth during the late 60's was looked upon by many as one of
the biggest problems. They dressed differently, thought in terms
I
of abstract idealisms such as "peace" and "love" and behaved in
1
ways which shocked those with more traditional attitudes. This
|
"new" counterculture was looked on with the same ageless distrust
of youth that the Greek poet Hesiod had in mind when he wrote
three thousand , years ago "I see no hope for the future of our peop1
le if they are to be dependent upon the frivolous youth of today ,
J
for certainly all youth are reckless beyond w ords." The rejection
!
of the American work ethic and its accompanying attitudes
became commonplace among youth , and for that matter , some of
their elders as well.
Then suddenly the sixties were over. We were in the 70's, and as
m ight have been expected, the spirit which had characterized the past
decade was no longer the same. The war "ended" though the political
tragedies and social injustices didn't. The peaceniks no longer traipsed
the streets of Haight-Asbury with anti-war signs and calls for brotherhood
and peace. With the advent of Watergate and its subsequent disillusionment, American youth with all of its alleged idealism suddenly seemed to .
have lost som e of its zest for displaying its dissatisfaction with the state j
of things. True, dissatisfaction cannot be measured by the number of {
sit-ins or demonstrations per capita per month. But the fact that youth
in this country were immensely dissatisfied with the government (as shown
in poll after poll) and failed to react as vociferously or in as many openly
manifest ways as they did in the 60's is indicative of an importa nt shift
in youth's attitudes in this decade.
Psychological surveys have indicated an increasing emphasis on concerns of self and decreasing concern with such traditional goals as set- ;
ving family, employer, and country. This shift in values seems to apply
!
to all generations but , in light of its past involvement with national
There
is
of
our
youth.
affairs, it is especially significant in the case
more and m ore evidence that young people are gradually growing more
conservative and self-concerned , both in college and out of college.
Culture often has operated in cycles-becoming liberal then receding
into conservatism then reacting against that and becoming liberal again.
Are we being led into another period of neurotic conservatism and
apathy?
RH
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I for In Section 1103 , Act of October 3 , 1917
fairly strong sentim ent concerning this matter
§ as amended , and authorized on December 24,
within that group. I urge as many students as
191 8.
possible to attend the meeting for two reasons,
opinions expressed In this newspaper not
All
First this is an important issue, vital to the future
§
directly
attributed or identified are those of
of the College. The way in which the physical
I the Colby Echo.
plant is arranged on this campus has a great
I The Echo assumes no responsibility for the
effect upon every student. The building priorities
1 return or safekeeping of unsolicited manuthat are being considered will have a large
|scripts or photographs .
effect upon student life in the future .
Secondly it Is Important tha t the studen t bod y
g Co-Editors . . . , . . . Doug Endres on
Roger Hatch
give the support that the Executive Committee
i
is asking for, They want to present their
3
Cornelia McMone gal ,

views, and in return hear responsible alternatives
and criticism or gather support for their views.
This mcetln » wil1 allow for student fcedback
and individual expression of opinion; show
«'e Executive Com mittee where your thoughts
arc s0 th W wil1 know how be8t t0 act > Soport your Student Association.
Sincerely,
Stephen L. Mix ter
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MAINE
ELECTION
74

By Al Harding
Both of Maine's political parties have placed
their hopes upon youth and freshness in challenging
Maine 's incumbent congressmen.
Maine's first congressional district includes the
counties of Kennebec, Cumberland, Knox , Lincoln,
Sagadahoc , W aldo and York. It is here that David Emery is attempting to unseat Democaatic congressman Peter Kyros. Emery, who is only twenty-six years old ,
has served two terms in Maine's house of representatives.
He was born and educated in Rockland , M aine, and received a B.S. in electronic engineering from Worcester
Polytechnic Institute.
In his primary campaign, Emery utilized the technique which proved successful for Maine's second district congressman Bill Cohen. Like Cohen did in his
district in 1972, Emery walked from one end of the
first district to the other.
Mr. Em ery sees inflation , Maine 's economic development , the energy cr isis, and the problem of Maine's
elderly as the central issues of the campaign. Emery has
attacked Kyros for being a spendthrift in failing to support budget cuts in the Labor - HEW appropriation bill
and to urban renewal programs. Last month Emery began campaigning against Kyros' m isuse of his franking
privilege and cpnexessional staff. He said "Congressman
Kyros is guilty of the most brazen m isuse of the franking privilege that I can imagine. Last week, you all rer
vived his m ost recent "Report to Maine". A quiet* T\* usal will reveal that it is, in reality, a campaign brochure
mailed to about 160,000. households at the taxpayer's
expense."
Currently Congressman Peter Kyros is seeking his
fifth term. Kyros is a native of Portland. He attended
M .I.T., U.S. Naval Academy, and Harvard Law School.
His political experience prior to serving in congress consisted of a two year term as counsel to the M aine. Public
; . • - .
Utilities Commission.
Peter Kyros is basically a "bread and butter politician". In congress his m ain concern is with constituent
oroblem s. The largest percentage of his staff's time is
devoted to so-called case work. His legislative success
I has been negligible. Jadine O'Brien, Kyros' primary
opponent this year , said of Kyros - taking her information from the Nader Congress Project - " . . . my opponent is now completing his fourth term in congress. It
is incredible but true that in those eight years not a single bill he has sponsored has ever been enacted into law
. . . He has lent his name if not his energy to 700 other
pieces of legislation. Did that co-sponsorship .count?
Three percent of these bills passed , ninety-seven percent
of them did not . . ."
Throughout the state Kyros is known as a very
artful and effective speaker and d ebater. His ability to
sidestep an issue while throwing a barb at his opponent
has given him the reputation of being "very slick".
Thus far Kyros has stressed the need for a 200
mile fishing limit , help for the elderly , reduced spending
without reduced services, such as cutting military item s except where it affects Bath Iron Works - tax .reform and
economic development with environmental safeguards.
Peter Kyros has developed a very loyal group of
supporters and is always out "mending fences" on the
day after the primary . His constituents sense that he
is working for them and their interests. Unless Republica n David Emery finds some new issue to build momentum , he will lose by ten to twenty percent.
For Maine's second district , which consists of
the counties of Aroostook , Androscoggin, Franklin , Hancock , Oxford , Penobscot , Picstaguis, Somerset, and Washington. Former P.O.W, M ark Gartley is running against
incumbent republican congressman William Cohen.
Gartley, a native of Greenville , Me., graduated from
Greenville High and received a B.S. in physics from
Georgia Tech, In August , 1968, the F-X Navy fighter
Plane which he was piloting was hit by misdirected Ameri
can fire . He spent the next tw
can fire . j ic spent the next four years as a
iprisoner of
war in North Vietnam. Currently Bartley is employed as
" Pilot for Boston Airline.
According to Gartley, the central issues in this
cam paign have been the economy and campaign reform
"° has also pressed hard for tax reform. Gartley has
Proposed a minimum income tax for high incom e fami-

lies, a revision of depletion allowances, a new simplified personal tax form, and increase in the standard deduction and low income allowance, as well as other measures to close tax loopholes.
On October 14 Gartley called for his opponent to
disqualify him self fro m the Rockefeller confirmation
hearings. Citing huge donations to Cohen's cam paign
from the Rockefeller family, Gartley said, "These financial ties raise some serious questions aoout the possibility
of his maintaining impartiality toward the nomination of
Governor Rockefeller."
Congressman Bill Cohen is a former Bangor mayor.
He graduated from Bowdoin and Boston University Law
School and became a partner in the firm of Paine, Cohen,
Lynch , Weatherbee, and Kobritz.
In his first two years in Congress, Cohen has become im mensely popular with the people in the second
district. Maine people seem to take a great deal of
pride in the appearance and action of their young Congressm an during the televised impeachm ent hearings.
His vote to impeach Richard Nixon has diluted some of
the traditionally strong Democratic partisanship which

Building (from page one) .
but a smaller workshop that would at least serve as a
theatre on cam pus. . But perhaps you feel Colby should
begin by investing in a large complex and build in one
step rather than having to rebuild something else later
on. In any case, the CSFC has also suggested the immediate use of $350,000 to redo, slightly, the interior
of Lorim er Chapel and to buy an acoustical shell and
stage for the Wassworth Gymnasium in order to make
large concerts more feasible.
The CSFC has placed the health center third on the
priority list, although the theatre and infirmary could
be constructed simultaneously. . Robert s is without
a doubt a poor infirmary : the two floors are inconvenient, there is no elevator, nor are there rooms for reception or consultation with doctors. The ward system
is inflexible - one woman could be in one ward while
many men are crowded upstairs. In addition, noise is
a problem because Roberts is also a d orm , more so now
than before. Because a renovation of the infirmary in
Roberts would hold up the development of a student
union - such as CSFC has outlined - and still not solve
many problems, they recommend that $600,000 . be
existed in this district.
spent on a Student Health Center built centrally on
Like Kyros, republican Cohen has allocated a
large portion of his staff resources to deal with concampus.
stituent problems. He is the first congressman to have
As it stands now , once that infirmary has been
the
most
County,
Jtablished a field office in Aroostook
relocated , the problems of a student will then be tacknorthern area of his district.
led. When the campus was originally planned , each
been
exThus far, Congressman Cohen has not
union suited the needs of each part of the campus tremely vocal. The issues which have been steessed are in the men living on the fraternity side and the women
flation, economic development, and aid for the elderly .
housed on the Runnals side. Since then, times have obappears
that
Bill
Cohen
will
coast
At this point it
viously changed , and neither union offers any real way
to serve student needs. CSFC recomm ends that $760,000
into a second term. Maine may also witness the most
guy
named
be spent at this later time on renovations at Roberts so
lopsided victory since Sen. Muskie trounced a
that it would include all student activities - craft s room,
Bishop.
the Spa , student offices, etc.
Maine's two congressional races have provided very
little excitement throughout the state. The only thing
The issue now is that many students feel a good
of any interest is watching two courageous young chalunion is needed before then - as soon as possible , in fa ct.
lengers struggling to gain some momentum . Thus far
The library seems to have become the most popular
place on Friday night , and just how desirable this is is
they have not been very successful. '
a question in itself. The tentative plan for this union
would include a central mail system , a Pub, lounges and
even a .theatre. And it would not sim ply be a renovation
of Rofcerts but a separate building in a central spot on
campus. Unfortunately , these plans are not yet as complete as the CSFC report , and all that is asked is a little time to finish the study before the Board of Trustees makes any final decisions.
But there are other things- to consider as well.
Since maintenance costs are , annually , $1.25 per gross
square foot of space (walls, etc. included), it is expenWhy does the Kennebec Vallley Civil Liberties
sive to maintain buildings that are not fully used and
Union favor the defeat of the November referendum
still
build new ones. But just how usable is the space
new
laws
which will ask the state legislature for "
in Roberts and Runnals? Funds and endowment are
banning obscene and pornographic materials" from
everything cannot be built at once , so making delow,
distribution in Maine? At their latest meeting the
cisions on priorities is an important issue.
Board of Directors of KVCLU came to the following
The CSFC seems to have considered their plans
conclusions:
in detail (and their report is on reserve in the library),
"The referendum is so vague and could be interbut they may not have dealt fairly with student opinion.
preted in so many different ways t&at it is not
Are academic buildings more important than 'social
possible for the voters to know how the State Legones? Unfortunately, there isn 't really too much time"
islature would interpret it and also prevent s the
to decide.
voters from knowing what they arc voting for.
"There are already several laws prohibiting
(Strider, continued from page one)
distribution of materials containing obscenity and
a positive change, The fact that Colby now offers one
minors are already protected by law from exposure
million dollars, which in one-ninth of the total budge t,
to obscenity and pornography.
in financial aid was also cited by Strider as an important
"Adults should have freedom of choice since
improvement for it encoura ges minority and economicthere has not been established a definite relationally disadvantaged students. Incidentally, the rest of the
ship between so-called 'immorality in the media '
budget allots five million for salaries and wages, and
and crime. Since morality is a very personal matter ,
two million for auxiliary expenses and plant operations ,
it would seem that further laws trying to ban
while room and board is a break even proposition.
'obscene and pornographic materials' would be an
In looking at Colby 's basic philosophy of education ,
encroachment on First Amendment freedom and
Strider feels that the school has maintained its major
would be an attempt to dictate personal morality.
strength of providing excellence in the liberal arts and
"In the past, the following classics have been
does not aim to^ be a vocationally oriented institution.
banned in one place or another on the basis of
This philosophy is reflected in more nnd more good schosuch laws: Theodore Dreiser's 'An American
lars and teachers, a more vital program , greater support
Tragedy,' Walt Whitma n's 'Leaves of Grass," Sinclair
by alumni and friends , and continued innovation , with
Lew is's 'Elmer Gantry,' Ern est Hemm ingway's 'For
the establishment of the Center for Coordinated ^Studies
Whom the Bell Tolls,'Erich M aria Remarque's
and several interdisciplinary majors including: environ'All Quiet on the Western Front' and John S
mental studies, East Asian Studies, Western Civ., AmeriSteinbeck's 'Gropes of Wrath.' If the community
can Studies, and human development. Colby's emphasis
were to lose such books, it would lose a lot.
on the arts is dramatically expressed by the addiWon to
"For the above reasons we suggest voting 'no *
the Bixler Art and Music Center which houses a very
on this referendum. "
respectable gallery for a college our size, and in which
President Strider takes particular pride.
Jane S. Birge
As for the future of Colby, he sees as our objecRFD 1, Box 54
tive to rem ain a first rate liberal arts college despite the
Waterv ille, Mane 04901
next fifty years which promise to be tough times for
Tel. 873-0501
all private educational institutions, Colby's goal according to President Strider is not only survival, but continuing excellence.

KVCLU

To Fight
Anti -Smut
Referendum

Maisel to
Kangar oo Hunt
in January
If you 've had any experience with the government
d epartment , chances are you 've run into Sandy Maisel.
or at least wondered who that guy was with the bow ties,
the w ild if sometimes goofy outfits and the wide and frequent grin.
Sandy Maisel is above all alive. Alive socially, alive
intellectually, alive in his own way He wants to do something besides teach and sit in his office. This fact alone
separates him from some of his colleagues.
In his fourth year at Colby, Maisel has failed to
show signs of burrowing into the slow and easy academic
life which Maine and Colby seem so conducive to.
He is currently involved in four areas besides
teaching: research , publication , cultura l exchange , and
campaign staff work.
In January Maisel and his family of three will
head for Austrailia where Maisel will serve j ointly at
the U niversity of Melbourne and the University of
Monash as visiting lecturer in politics. The opportunity
came about as a result of Maisel's pursuit of a Fulbright
Hayes Fellowship. (Fulbright-Hayes did not have a position in the area he applied to do w ork in , but his application was able to connect him with someone who
did have a position in his field . Thus, off he goes in
January). The experience Maisel hopes will serve both
family interests and his own professional ones, and he
looks forward to the transfer to another culture . It
will also provide for him an opportunity to continue
research in the area of loca l elections. This opportunity
will expand both the scope and significance of that research in addition to giving Maisel a close look at Australia politics and politicians
Before he goes however, he will complete the
preparation of the first of three books he and colleague
Paul Sacks have agreed to edit. The Future Of Political
Parties examines in ten ariccles (including one by Maisel
himself), exactly what the title suggests. Maisel and
Sacks have chosen to approach the subject wit h an
eye, on diversity of viewpoint j ne book re flects this
attitude with an article on a Norway study, in
the com pany of one on Maine and its parties.
The book he expects will be purchased mainly
by libraries as a referencesource but hopefully '
may be used as a classroom text as well.
Maisel is also actively working in George Mitchell's ca m paign for Governor. He agrees of
course with the Mitchell platform but perhaps
more important he sees on opportunity for some
of his ideas to bc put into practice. And so he
works for Mitchell and hopes for the closer look
at politics which Mitchell's victory would give him.
Why is Maisel involved in this manner and to
this extent? His reasoning stem s from a twofold committment to government and politics:
the professional and the personal.
Maisel believes it is a professor 's responsibility
to keep pace with his field. The political world
is continually in motion and to keep abreast of
its direction requires research and active inquiry.
As a student of Government he is naturally anxious to add to what he knows and as a professor
he feels that added knowledge increases his effectiveness by broadening his perspective and
allowing him to offer more to his students, What
can h e offer hi s stu d ents

The decision for a student to become a teacher
must include an investigation of an indivicual's
vision of what that student-t eacher relationship
should be. Maisel 's vision of that relationship
is clear and he does what he . can to make it
work . He is chiefly concerned with taking advantage of the sm all college's potential for close
interaction on both social and intellectual
levels between teacher and student. The social
relationships open the communication for intellectual exchange. Maisel feels that in the small
classes he is able to im part his enthusiasm to
motivate the student. M ore importantly, how ever, he is able to respond to the interest he cultivates and help develop the student's interest
in the direction he (the student) chooses. His
gratification as a professor comes from this
motivation and development of student interest .

Mounting
Excitement I

What of Maisel's personal motivation for this
work? The involvement in political research
and campaign insures that Maisel is closely
associated with and aware of political trends
and changes. For though Maisel has no commitment at this time to run for political office he
is clearly aware of the possibilities and potentia l
of this course of action. Should the opportunity
arise at a later time when M aisel felt right , personally (with regard to family responsibilities)
and politically he would surely take it. But it is
not a step he would take for some time. For
now he is learning. Learnuig about politics
through research and participation (to the extent
that he can participate).

At five o'clock last Saturday m orning, while the
rest of Colby College lay in unsuspecting slumber , ten
bleary-eyed students arose to face the new day. After
a hearty Dunkin ' Donuts breakfast , we headed off to the
northeest. Destination: Bigelow Mountain.
The Colby Outing Club had supplied us with everything: directions to the mountain , a map of the trails
in the area , box lunches (a la Seller), and Jon Smith., the
trip leader. The weather was crisp and clear , promising
an exceptional view from the summit .
Our ascent took slightly under three hours and was
highlighted by occasional glimpses of the Corrabassett
Valley to the south. The upper sections of the mountain
were snowcovered , with a maximum accumulation of
about three inches. The visibility from the top was unlimited , but our stay there was not. Wind and cold forced
a retreat to a more sheltered area below , where lunch was
quickly devoured.
A three mile hike along a ridge led us to another
peak before we started our descent . An isolated ice-covered lake provided an exceptional site for forgetting life
"down there" in general , and Colby in particular. But
we could not dawdle since dinner beckoned.
The great rush back did not prove to be worthwhile
as the meal awaiting us did not exactly tickle our tastebuds. However, we still had something to look forward
to: the night and its promise of blissfu l sleep.

He is young, he has a family and right now his
most immediate concerns beyond teaching are
probably getting the book out and making sure
he will be ready to go in January .
W here is all this taking Sandy Maisel? In simpler terms in pursuit of his interest in politics
and government. What will fulfillment of that
interest require? Can it be had through academic pursuits alone? It seems unlikely. At
some point Maisel will decide whether his education in government has as its goal political
office or whether it (political office) has been
somewhat of a referra l point to be examined
and which need not be lived to be looke d at.
Until then Colby can at least benefit from a
professor who (though you may not agree with
his politics or even his bow ties) is alive , well
and in pursuit of the student' s interest

Stu-A (continued fro m page one)
the many uses to which such a facility could
be put , what that facility should contain ,
and the urgency of somehow fulfilling these
needs. We have asked the Director of
Student Activities to assist us in the preparation of such a report , and he has agreed tc
do so. An extensive amount of research
into the need for a cam pus center has
already been obtained., but the quantity
and quality of the additional work that
must go into such a report cannot bc
undere stimated if it is to have the necessary
impact on future building considerations.
This is what we perceive as our function in serving as the Student Association:
to lobby and work to institute those
changes that are most important to us
changes that are m ost important to students and can best contribute to the development of community life at Colby. We
desperately need your commitment and involvement if any changes are to become a reality . The
best way you can give us this is by becoming
informed about the issues and the opportunities
that arc open to us. Certainly everyone has
opinions and ideas about what can and should be
done, What remains is for you to give voice to
these opinions.

I
'

"Every body back! This man's swallowed his nose! Don 't p 4
I' m a sheet metal worker! Someone bring me a pail of water am
I
catcher's mitt!"

Mounting
Excitement II
Sunday dawned bright and clear as you may
remember. It was an ideal day for climbing Bigelow
with unlimited visibility stretching to the horizons.
Several inches of powdery snow covered everything.
The past two years have been marked by a
growing interest in Bigelow spurred by the continuing controversy between the rights of The Flagsta ff
Corporation versus ecology and common sense .
An obscure ridge for many years is now almost
as well known as Sugarloaf which proudly flaunts its
ski area as if it were something every mountain
should have. Hikers now view a tripm up Bigelow
as they once viewed a trip to Katagdin: challenging
and inspiring. 'Have you climbed Bigelow yet?' they
ask.
A day 's trip to Bigelow starts early and consists
of a nine-mil e loop on a hard-packed dirt trail
through hardwood growth. The Fire-Warden 's
Trail has been heavily rebuilt with log and rock
staircases where it ascends steeply into the col between Avery and West Peaks. The ridge is clad in
fir with small open areas on tho peaks themlelves.
For the return trip one can choose between the two
Appalachian trail and the 'Horns Pond Trail. '
Both trails are in good shape and not nearly as steep
ns the ascent.
by Martin Hubbe
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St anley Kubrick's "A Clockwork

Or ange," which is being distributed by
1 Warner Bros., h as been acclaimed and
1 dissected by critics , argued over in
Parliament, editorialized in newsprint,
magazine print , radio-TV voice-print.
Onl y on one point does everyone,
even Pauline Kael, agree. Malcolm
McDowell as Alex , the engaging toug h
(|
whose principal interests are now
nearl y immortal , gives a singhilarly
brilliant performance that not only
heralds the arrival of a superstar , but

also of the most accomplished British

actor of his generation. At 28, he has
defined the most important and centr al character of any of master filmm a ke r Stanley Kubrick's nine
creations.
Conviction is his lifesty le; Malcolm
doesn 't hed ge: "A great director is not
someone who says 'You come in , sit
down and y ou take a cigarette.' That's
'
^ not directing to me, that s an acade"^mic process. Kubrick is a great director because he creates an atmosp here
which allows you the freedom to
make contributions. And he encourages this, if he trusts you. " On actors:
"I think John Gielgud is the greatest
actor alive , yes, better than Olivier.
Olivier will never be vulnerable and
Giel gud is, he tears you up. " On the
violence in CLOCKWORK ORANGE :
"In New York , where 88 women are
raped every day, with nobody doing
anything about it except making conversation in elevators riding to the
>40th floor—what 's all the excitement
about. The film poses questions and
warnings. It's a return to the Christian

ethic. "
He walks into a restau ra nt , politel y
thanks the admirers who have seen the
. film , sits down and is pre sented with a
glass of milk by the waitress. "We
didn't order this," u Two girls aske d
me to bring it over to you," she says.
"Thank the m for me," Malcolm replies and smiles. Molok u-plus (drug-laced milk) is one of the manifestations of the CLOCKWO RK ORANGE
World. The milk on the table ia evidence of the strong response and
admiration Malcolm elicits from the
audience .
A glass of milk , the result of presence, charisma and a phrase retire d
in a 1950 pasture — sex appeal. Malcolm McDowell doesn 't hedge.
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,Fanfare for the
Marching Band
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Q.A. Vamos al cine el viernes? J.
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Hey chiquita , ya wanna spin? JEM's
gem is Marlon Brando....but she also
likes men who wear brain supporters...
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FOR SALE : Fischer Alpine DeLuxe skis,
185 cm. Step-in bindings, Marker toes and
Saloman heels - can be changed to fit your boot
with a screwdriver. Also ski poles (aluminum)
and ladies' size 6Vi Kastinger double buckle
boots.
Skis / bindings - $50
Poles - $5
Boots-$15
Karen Santic, 261 Mary Low x. 529
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FOR SALE: the Colby Experience
$20,000 plus - cheap and heavily used

jj
jj

Day bus trip to Boston for $ 10.00
Waterville BPW Clu b w ill sponsor two day trips
to Boston, Nov. 30 and Dec. 11. Will stop at
Nort h Shore Shopping Center in Peabody and in
downtown Boston, an d then return to Waterville.
Bus leaves Elm Plaza Shopping Center at
8 a.m. and returns at 8 p.p.
reservations 873-0313, 873-4045
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COFFEEHOUSE
Bluegrass - Birch Creek Boys,
hot from the Holiday Inn
plus Pine Hill String Band ,
Saturday nites at Bill's Lunch
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$0.50 admission
free coffee and tea
8:30 pm
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RADIO HOUR
Every Monda y and Thur sda y night
at 6:00 P.M. on WMHB Waterville 91.5 FM

Sarah Rosenberg
One of the most exciting events of the fall
sports season so far this year, has been the action
of the Colby Marching Band. Undoubtedly you've
heard and seen them if you've attended any part
of any home football game, sitting in the stands,
representing the only non-liquid spirits in the
audience. Not only is this group unbelievably
talented musically, but they have the energy and
initiative to keep themselves warm and the crowd
fro m becoming discouraged too soon.
Last week's half tim e show unquestionably
surpassed any this year. The always surprising
Band , under the leadership of President John
Coppinger and conductor Gordon Bowie,
'
marched onto the brisk but sunny field in a locofl
locomotive formation , complete with turning,
moving wheels contributed by the ever versatile
flute section. A strong start like that was
followed in a equally successfully manner by
maneuvering through a series of precise formations
including geometric shapes and representatives
of the Roman and Greek Alphabets. But a
confident grasp of the principles of precision
marching is but a small part of the :repertoire
of the Colby Marching Band . Besides being
generally able to hold onto music in a strong
wind , store innumerable bottles of scotch in the
larger brass instruments, and sit in the bleachers
without dropping too many mouthpieces down
the spaces between, this euphonius composition
of :minstrels can produce amazing interpretation s
of many of the popular classics: Delta Dawn,
Night Train and the like.
And in case you are assuming that this troop
only plays outdoors you obviously haven't heard
them in the concert hall. They performed for the
Freshmen parents on Friday nignt with a concert
that defies description. W hat the group lacked
in exact positioning of the notes in made up for [
in enthusiasm . An operatic excerpt and the
highlights of Man of La Mancha reminded us of
the Way We Were at the previous concert, and
having improved, every one
realized that they were truly The Entertainer.
So d on 't mess the last home half time show of
the season, t h is Satur d a y for h omecom in g,
when all the old members of the band will
b e com in g back to h ear t hi s year 's crop.

WMHR To Broadca st
French Languag e
Progr ams
With the cooperation of W MHB-FM , we have be
gun a series of weekly French-language broadcasts concerning the culture of Canada and France. Our first
progra m was aired Sunday , Oct. 20, from 3:30 - 6:15
p.m. and consisted mainly of contemporary French music, interspersed with short feature items, such as Canadian news articles, as well as regional and national
headlines.
In the forthcoming weeks, we hope to expand
the format of the programun several ways. First of
all , we will be introducing a greater variety of French
and Canadian music, inclu d in g rock , classical, folk , and
jazz . We also plan on discussing relevant issues of
French culture as they relate to the heavily FrancoAmerican population , of the Waterville area. Thus,
future shows will witness a greater number of interviews and special interest reports. At the same tim e,
however , we will attem pt to keep track of national and
local new , stories , weather , sp orts , and the other elements essential to any successful radio program.
Whatever your knowled ge of France and French ,
we hope you will tune in next Sunday (and every
Sunday after that ) - once again that 's WMHB-91.5
on your FM dial.
Salut et a Bientot,
Debbie Field
Pam Bradley
Mike Cantara
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by JjmjM organ j TfHhe|old "Wild Strawberries" and the more receril'TTneTandWhispers" Bergman 's success is due main
ly to his keen insights into the lives of men and women.
Again in "Hour of the Wolf" Ingmar Bergman displays
his uncanny power in rendering various psychological
states of human beings and also the complex natures of
relationships. His vast versatility is also demonstrated ,
as unual, by his superb cinematic techniques which almost inextricably flow with the main themes of the film.
Along with the consistently fine acting of Liv Ullman
and Max von Sydow , Bergman creates a very powerful ,.complex , yet very sensitive film.
The general outlay of the film takes place on the
Frisian island in the Baltrum and is based on the diary
of a dead summer resident , a troubled artist by the name
of Johan. Johan j s a man 0f m an y fears. He has a deep
fear of darkness , which makes him unable to sleep at
n ight , and his yearning for the dawn is intensified as he
counts each minute of the night. (The strains of light
and dark are reinforced throughout the film by the techniques of the camera - one gets a feeling of himself fluctuating between light and dark as Johan constantly moves
fro m an envelopment of shadows to the light of the windows, or from the light of the sunset to the darkness of
the thatched cottage.) j olian also has an intense fear of
people. He is captivated by his singular perceptions of
people. He is captivated by his singular perceptions of
people ; to him they become birds, insects, skeletons with
masks. Therefore , a :mani conflict in the film occurs when
Johan is confronted with the embodiments of his fears he is invited to a dark castle on the island which is inhabited by a demonic group representing Johan's perceptions
of people: a man with a beak-like face, and old woman
who eventually reveals her skeleton by literally removing
her face, people with the clamminess of worms. Johan 's
conflicts with these fears and dreams eventually lead to
his destruction in a bloody swamp scene.
Johan in conflict with his fears is not the main
theme of the film though. The unifying themes of the
film deals with various modes of perception. These
are mentioned at the beginning and at the end by Johan 's
wife. She makes the interesting observation in the begin-

Lorin
the
Leonheart ed
By Tom Iacono

It is true that last week's Music Series Concert
provided a surprise , but few people know the details
of what occurred that day which brought on such
a surprise. For those of you who are curious, the
following is an account of exactly what happened
that particular Wednesday afternoon :
Lorin Hollander , world renowned concert
pianist, was driving along 95 on his way to give
the initial concert of the 1974-75 Colby Music
Series. He spotted a rather large man down the
road , standing with his th umb out. The man 's
name was Leon Kirschncr. Mr. Hollander stopped
to pick him up and as the man stepped into
the car, they began what was^ to be a rather
stranget conversation:
H. Hell-o. I'm Hollander. Who are you?
K. I'm .fine , thanks, And you?
H. Hollander. Where you headed?
K. Nowhere in particular. Where ever
you 're fioing is fine with me,
H. Well , I' m on my way to Colby College.
Y'sec, I play the piano and I'm supposed to give
a concert there.
K. Really? That's interesting. I play my,
not
professionally, of course, but..,I enjoy it.
self

ning that as lovers grow old they begin to become of one"
flesh ; in other words, they come to see the same things,
to fear the same things, and more dramatically to develop the exact same deep wrinkles. And in the movie this
is practically what happens for Johan and his wife, as
they are deeply in love; they are even of the same flesh ,
she being eight months pregnant. Therefore, as Johan
deals with the demonic people in the dark castle, which
are actually but manifestations of Johan 's fears and dreams,
his wife is also able to participate in these fears, to see
and feel the way he does: she accompanies him to the
castle. What one actually has here is the unification of
the substance of these lovers' minds, they almost become
one. But not quite. For Johan seems to resent the intrusion of his private thoughts by his wife, as when she
reads his diary. One evening in the darkness of the house
he commands her to run to the light of the out-of-doors
to leave him in his own darkness, he even fires three stray
shots at her. In the end , when Johan is enveloped 4oy
the people and darkness of his fears in a bloody swamp
scene, eventually vanishing, his wife is left stranded. As
she tells the audience about her subsequent disorientation ,
one can observe that the part of her that was her husband
has also vanished , she is left alone. The film ends with
the truncated line: "When I turn , I a l m o s t . . . " Perhaps
the nature of the relationship that these lovers face is
best summed up dn one of the most poignant lines of
the film: "You are yourself , yet not yourself , tha t is
the way it is with lovers."
it is easy to bog down a review with analyzation,
yet I have given here only a sketch of the complexities
and power of "Hour of the Wolf" . One can now easily
imagine the breadth of Bergman's vision into the lives
of men and women , and his adroitness in being able to
visualize the intricacies of life and artistically put them
onto film.
Of course Bergman 's success is coupled with the
versatilities of two of his regulars - Liv Ullman and Max
von Sydow. Only by superb acting and an intense grasp
of the conflicts at hand is the vastness of Bergman's
film sustained. For exam pie Sydow easily uses the declivities in his face to accent the contrast between light
and dark as he brings a match to his eye. He also carfully assumes the awesome role of the trouble d and alienated artist . Ullman also successfully conveys the fears and
disillusionments that she experiences in the m ind of her
husband , as when she is left upon a barren hill crying for
help , for som e consolation. Taken from a d ifferent
standpoint , Sydow and Ullman represent Bergm an 's better half , for they provide the impetus behind the powerful
scenes and the poignancies gehind the sensitive relationships. Together with Bergman they create a moving film of
heightened perceptions and artistic excellence.
After a pause.
H. Hey listen. You doing anything tonight?
K. "Like I said , nothing planned.
H. Well , uh , how would you like to play
with me then?
K. Uhh , I' m sorry, but I'm straight. Really,
,
I j ust can 't get into—
H. Oh come on. It'll be fun. I've got
some great 4-hand stuff in the trunk.
K. Whatl I
H. Music.
K, Ohh.„the piano.
H. Yeah , what 'd you think ...? ...Anyway ,
my left hand's been really spastic lately. You
could have the bottom part and I'll take the lead.
Hey, do you like Schubert?
K. Aaah , he's okay. Mozart's my favorite.
H. Fantastic ! How 'bout Faure, Debussy,
Poulenc?
K, Naah, Not academic enough .
H. Well , that' s cool. We'll throw in a
couple of Mozart and Schubert then.
K. Wait a minute ! Are you sure this is
okay? I mean , how 're wc gonna pull this off?
I mean , my reading is fair , but—
H. Oh , no problem. Don 't you worry
'bout a thing. Wc can get the people interested
in other stuff besides the mu sic . For instance ,
I'll give a lot of moves with the body-you know ,
wrench out the emotion. Plus some grunts and
groans for the real artist effect. They 'll love
it. Listen , if you're still worried about it , we
can always give the page 1turner the music at
the last minute and not tell him a thing, like

Film Direc tion
During the next two weeks FILM DIRECTION
will be virtually barraging Colby with films, rep-' ") \ f
resenting a wide variety of tastes and styles. On i
Sunday, October 27 FILM DIRECTION will
present Ron Rice's THE FLOWER THIEF , star- j
ring Taylor Mead. Sheldon Renan , in An Introduction to the American Underground Film, calls
Rice 'one of the maf or talents of the new American ¦
cinema ', and David Curtis, historian of the exj
perimental film , mentions Rice as 'one of the
j
few undisputed geniuses of the underground cinema .?
Taylor Mead , 'discovered' by Rice, has gone on to I
become the ultimate non-star in such fulms as
!
Andy
Warhol's
LONESOME COWBOYS. Mead
.
has taken the improvisational technique to leg',
endary heights.
(Sunday , Oct. 27; 7:3r , I ,
$.75; 70 min. )
\
\

On Halloween, F. D. presents Roman
Polanski's REPULSION' Catherine Deneuve
is the heroine. REPULSION deals with the
>
slow degeneration of a girl's mind as she sinks
from alienation to homocidal mania . Intensely
engrossing on the psychologica l level, it is also
one of the most terrifying films ever made.
Polanski's distinct talent tor playing off ipathoj
logical and erotic states of mind is put to good
I
use. 'An absolute knockout of a movie ! Prepare yourself to go see it , and go you must!'
1
Y
N. . TIMES
|
(Thursday, Oct.31; . ¦ - [ ,
7:00& 9:30; $1.00
j
105 min.)
!
The following day, Friday Nov. I , we 'll
have Tomas Aloa's MEM ORIES OF UNDER DEVELOPMENT , the second of our two
Cuban films. For these of you who saw
LUCIA .and were surprised! at its. excellence,
MEM ORIES OF UNDERDEVELOPMENT
is supposed to be even better . It focuses on
the dilemma of a Cuban intellectual, torn between the demands of the revolution , which
he cannot reconcile himself to, and his love
for Cuba itself. The N. Y. TIMES called it
'a miracle'.
.*n)
(Friday, Nov.l
j
7:O0&9:30, $.75)
Our final showing will "be the Russian film
j
SHADOWS OF FORGOTTEN ANCESTORS'
j
which is without a doubt one of the most
exquisitely beautiful films ever made. It
portrays the apparently simple theme of the
life of a small sect living in the Carpathian
mountains in the 19th Century. But by interweaving
folk legendends , witchcraft , eroticism and a really i
grand vision of human life with an intense concern j
for color and image, the film becomes something x I
of a masterpiece.
I
(Sunday "Nov . 3,
7:30, $.75)
when to turn , who to watch , repeats , etc. If
he really looks confused and messes up, it'll
all seem like his fault.
K. I still don 't know-won't people mind
having a total stranger walk jn and do this kind
of thing?
H. Total stranger? ! Hell , I'm known the world j !
¦[
over! As for you , we'll tell them we're touring
¦
together and we'll be giving the same concert
in New York City, at the Met., or something
else impressive, Man , this Is Maine! Small
)
college! Who cares? ... So, how 's it sound?
...Oh, come on. We'll have fun. Besides, if som ebody doesn 't like it , they can leave. Right?
K. I guess so,..Well , I could be up for it.
But what would I wear? I don 't h ave t h e mone y
to rent a tux.
H, Tuxedo?! Man , thoy went out with madras ;
neckties....Just a sport coat will do. I have an
extra one with me. You look about my size.
K. What the hell. I' m game. W here'd you
say this, place was?
4\
fl
continued on pago eight *
*¦'
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Harr iers End
In A Hurry
by Don Buckley
Just one week ago the Colby cross country
team experienced its most satisfying loss of the
season at the hands of a powerful Orono contingent. While the meet was at no time in question ,
each Colby runner managed to clock his best time
of the season on the home circuit. Of course it
would have been great to win, but the Mules simply
lacked the personnel to pull it off . No member of
the cross-country squad has any reason whatsoever
to be disappointed with himself or the team.

Rugb y ites Exp lain
Their Game
by Ed Underwood
This Sunday the Colby Rugby team will
conclude its fall season with a home game
against UMO. After two years of intercollegiate
competition the tea m has grown in size and experience and its schedule has been greatly expanded. The club was formed last spring as a
result of student interest and the efforts of the
Univ. of Maine team to raise some local competition. The organizers of the club were Peter
Coz and Ed Underwood. Being a club sport the
team received no funds or coaching aid from the
athletic department. The players bought their
own uniform s and paid for all travelling expenses.
The athletic department generously gave the team
lockers and rolls.
Armed with a rule book borrowed from
UMO and the advice of the few Colby team members who had played before and visiting rugby
players the team began to work out and learn
the fundam entals of the game. Aft er a few weeks
of confused strategy and practice sessions the
rookie Colby team , reassured that it was all not
as violent as it seemed , and after all the English
did call it a 'gentleman 's gam e ,' drove down to
face the Portland Rugby Club on the Bowdoin
playing field. They lost the game on technical
violations caused by their inexperience and sketchy
knowledge of the rules. Even after two seasons
of play the team continues to be hurt by technical infractions as with each game the team has
introduced some new and inexperienced players
to the squad. The tea m has also been hurt by the

Amazons Retire /
Return To
Sout h America
ft
9

Last Monday the women 's field hockey team
closed its regular season with a long awaited win
over Bowdoin. Numerically the win was meager ,
(1-0), but historically, (inrelation to field hockey at
Colby), it was a tremem dous conquest. It was the
first time Colby had beaten Bowdoin , and only
t h e t eam 's fourth win in two seasons.
In Colby 's last four gam cs, victory vexingly
remained one or two goals away. Against such
powerhouses' as UMPI and UMPG , the girls battled
determinedly, defying the remarks that the game
was to be an easy shut out for the opposition.
Fresliman Betsy Judd , a vital member of the forward
line, scored for Colby in the 3-1 and 2-1 losses.
On Friday, having scored first on a drive by
Sue Zagorski, Colby took on early 1-(J lead on the
UMF f ield , (over the river and through the woods

There is no question that it was a hard-luck
season for the harriers. The team can be separated
into three groups which explain this year's difficulties. Dave Peckham, Len Jansen, Deane
MacLean, and Captain Paul Fagan were all disabled
for a major part or the season due to sickness or
injury. Rob Mead , Steve Miller, Ray Petzgold ,
Joe Casey, and Don Buckley all joined the ranks
in m id-season. Only three men, Frit Cooper, Ken
Colton and Mike Boy son, ran from the b eginning
of the season and managed to avoid major injury.
Despite the diverse melange of abilities
and levels of physical condition every competition
was entered with high morale. There was a certain
'esprit de corps' attaind which bears out the fact
that success can transcend winning or losing.
The team members looked at their situation realistically and always did their best. Anyone who takes
such a matur e attitude must indeed succeed.

loss of several experienced seniors and by conflicts with IFL soccer over the use of the practive
and game field.
Judging by the reaction of the Colby spectators rugby appears to the casual observer to
be nothing but a disorganized free-for-all but
the Colby team has discovered this is not the
case and there are indeed rules and plays. A
rugby team is made up of 15 players of which
eight are labeled 'forwards' and seven others
'backs.' All fift een players are on the field simultaneously for two thirty-five minute halves
during which time no substitution is permitted.
The object of the game is to carry or kick the
oval shaped ball into the end zone and down it.
This is known as a 'try ' and nets 4 points. A
penalty kick or a kick on the run through
the uprights nets 3 points. The ball may not be
thrown forward in the course of play and all
players on the team in possession of the ball
must remain behind the player with the ball.
This is known as the 'off-sid e' rule and it is
the rule most frequently violated by new players
on any team.
The Colby team now having mastered m ost
of these rules has held recent games down to very
low scores. The team has suffered heavily from
injuries this season and an already sm aller than
average squad . It is the traditon in the New
England league for teams to field both an 'A'
and 'B' team choosing from a squad of forty.
Colby with a team of twenty five has frequently
been forced to play the same people two games
in a row. In the last game against Orono Colby
felt the abscence of injured Captain Peter Coz,
forwards Steve Scullen and Nick Levintow,
and backs Jim Peel, John Irwin , and Al Howard
and Bob Bourne. This Sunday the Colby team
will be back up to full strength to face the Orono
A and B teams on the rugby field below FossWoodman at 1:30,

and across the railroad tracks). Colby failed to capitalize on several close shots and Farmington took the
advantage , scoring two successive goals. Another tresh
man , Betsy Blackwell was decisive in limiting
Farmington 's increasing momentum. Playing
half back , Betsy combined with Helen Richm ond
in keeping the ball on the other end of the field.
Colby outplayed Farmington the entire game, but
alas that line had been heard before.
Not until Monday was there any proof or
substance behind the s statement that this year's
team was greatly improved over preceding teams.
Ten minutes into the second half Betsy Judd , with
a great and necessary second effort , scored off
a rebounding drive. With about two minutes left
in the gam c, the Bowdoin girls were becoming a
little uncoro fortable. But , -some great plays by
Connie Crosby, Kit Cunningham , and Marion Maura n
kept the ball from goalie Diane Peterson 's domain,
The girls travel to Bowdoin on Friday and
Saturday for a double elimination state tournament.
Hopefully, the fire that has been kindled will keep
burning. In any event , Colby won 't be regarded
as an easy shut-out victim. That , in itsel f , is a
victory.
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The VILLAGE BARBERS
HAIR STYLING For Men and Women
113 Main St.

873-1344
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WHIPPER' S PIZZA
(Opposite Post Office )

Pizza, Italians, Meatballs, Roast Beef
FREE delivery on $10.00 order
873-4812

BBC'S
FOOD — BEER — PIZZA
FREE J UKE BOX TUES. & WED.
Dirty Rock 'n Roll
Thurs. - Sat.
f
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NEW LOCATION

NEW ENGLAND MUSIC
129 Main St.
Waterville

Opening Special:
Yamaha PG 200
Reg. $225.00
Now - $165.00 with case

FAM ILY BOOKSTORE
V2 Silver St.

Downstairs;

spECIA L DISCOUNT
COM E BROWSE

MARTY'S TEXACO
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVECARE

tune ups
shocks
front end alignment
exhaust systems
tires

inspection station
winterizing
batteries
road service

872-9760

Across front Elm Plaza

)ur seafoods buoy your appetites! ~"**vllvlll
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Pr oud to he Your
Food Service

^ SOUTH EN D **
home of Maine sea food

HE A RTIE ST PLATE IN TOW N

Fabulous Antipasto Salads. Grinders, Ravioli
Delicious Steaks, Lasagna, Manicoti

BEST LI QUOR SELE CTIO N IN M A INE
dynamite drinks at
very reasonable pri ces
Now open Sundays 12-10
Orders to Go 873-3791

ALL HOME COOKING

THE

AVER N

DRAUGHT BEER and WINE
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
COLLEG E AVE.

AL COREY
Music Center

99 MA IN STRKKT
AMPLIFIERS & PA 'S
TRAYNOR
YAMAHA
PLUSH

GUITARS
MARTIN
YAMAHA
GIBSON
HAGSTRUM
RECORDS - TAPKS - 8HKKT MUSIC
ALL YOUR MUSICAL NfcKDS

photo by Mike Allen

offensive tight end . A quarterback m high
school, Mike found himself behind Brian Cone as
a freshm an. Because of his love of the game
he switched to the role of defensive 'hog' (as
Coach Dulac calls the position) for two years
without seeing much action This year at tight
end , Fletcher has made some big catches as
by Paul Coleman
I'm sure he will vs. Bowdoin.
Ron Ouellette from Biddeford , M e. has been
The spirited Colby squad last week ran into
a standout offensive line performer since his
the same old situation. Trinity arrived with 45
freshman year. At 6'3",225 lbs., possessing
football players, selected from the 100 upperclassgood speed (4.8 in the 40) he has definite
men that went out for football. Colby went onto the
pro potential. The New York Jets scouted him
is
the field with four seniors and six juniors. This
last year and he is now receiving letters from
the reason Colby loses games. We have football
other pro clubs. If you see Gorniewicz go for
players who like the game and show it in their
a big run , think of Ron , he probably made the
hustle, but there is no depth and only a few peobecause
games
not
hole for him.
ple with real talent. Colby loses
recruiting
good
job
Kevin Mayo has been playing hard nose foot't
do
a
Coach M cGee doesn
place
for
a
ball at defensive halfback for the past four years.
or because Colby isn't an appealing
reason
is
The
He has turned around many football games with
to.
come
high school recruit to
his key interceptions and big 'sticks.' He is a
that the administration (Adm issions Committee
give
an
hitter from start to finish and should have a
refuse
to
and Financil Aid Department)
great game against Bowdoin as he does in all
athlete who applies consideration as to his
capabilibig games.
mental
physical abilities as well as his
What can be said about Peter Gorniewicz?
ties. In a few years the Colby football team
and
AmWilliam
s
The
Polish Powerhouse has been the backbone of
will also have to pla y Wesleyan,
up
the Colby offensive for his four years here (at
hearst. The Administration will have to make
against
schools
football
times he's not ony been the backbone but whole
its mind - to play down
skeleton). He has gained over 1000 yard s in each
that should be our caliber or j oin the ranks of
Maritime.
and
Maine
of
the past three seasons (even last year when
Boston State, Curry
Colby won only one game). He has been stopped
Now back to the Trinity game, The first
real
only
half was purely a defensive game. The
under 100 yards in only 3 games and even though
yard
at
the
12
Colby,
by
was
score
chance for a
most teams have everyone keying on Pete he has
proved virtually unstoppable. Sophomore year
line. With about one minute to play in the
first half Coa ch McGee elected to try a field
Peter teamed with Brian Cone and fullback
goal on 4th and 2 yards to go. This would have
Donny Joseph form ed the best backfield ever to
given Colby the lead going into the locker room
play at Colby. He wiped out all of the Colby
and also have given the squad a big psychological
rushing and most of the scoring records at
lift . The kick however was blocked - the team s
Colby. This will be Pete's last home game and he
headed for the locker room tied 0-0.
should get an ovation before the game that will
knock the field house over. Although my suggesThe second half reminded everyone of the
tion probably may not do any good , I think there
Middlebury opener as Trinity ran Colby off the
is no reason at all that Pete's number should not
field in the remaining 30 minutes. On the first
be retired. No one ever deserves to wear big
drive of the 2nd half Trinity rambled 65 yards
number 30 that has scared the daylights out
for a score. They scored again on a 55 yard punt
of
every defensive coach that watches gam e films
game.
They
return and a field goal late in the
of Pete. He has a shot in the pros and deserves
controlled the ball most of the half and left little
it
time for the Colby offense of Jim Hayes and Pete
These seniors deserve a lot of credit
Gomiewicz to get untracked. The only scoring
, show your
appreciation b y vocally supporting
bid Colby had was a comical attempted field goal
them and the
rest of the team t his Saturday at
from 54 yards out , against the wind, by Scotty
Severns Field
as
they take on the Bowdies!!!
Smith. The kick was 25 yards short however and
rolled into the end zone.
Hollander, continued fro m page six
Pete Gorniewicz playing with 2 bad legs gained
his usual 110 yards. The defense played pretty
H. Colby ^onege»Waterville As fl maUer
well except on the touchdown drive and the poorf
of fact, we 're approaching it right now. ;
coverage on the punt return . There isn't much
else to say - it was very .disappointing Trinity
The car heads through campus and stops at the
ju st had m ore talent , therefore they won.
Bixler building where Mr. Armstrong is waiting
This week's gam e with Bowdoin is always a
to greet Mr. Hollander . They get out:
tight one. It 't homecoming weekend and its a
very appropriate game because of the tradition of
H. Hi. I' m Hollander . This is...Wh8t'd
great Colby-Bowdoin gam es. I only hope that
you say your name was?
everyone who can possibly make it down to the
K. Leon Kirschner .
game will com e. If for no other reason its
H. That' s right. This is Kirschner.
the last game for four very dedicated seniors.
A. Oh..,Uh , how do you do? I' m Armstron g
It will be the last hom e game for Mike
Fletcher, Ron Oucllette, Kevin Mayo and the
They walk away and Mr , Hollander patronizingly
unstoppable Pete Gorniewicz ;
puts his arm around Mr. Arm strong as he says:
Mike Fletcher this year has found his spot.
H. Uh , I thought I'd like to do something
After playing offensive line defensive tackle and
a little different tonight...
'
i end he is finally getting his chance to start at
A. Oh ?

TRINITY STINGS
COLBY 17-0
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Cultural Life

Vocational Interest Seminars
To aid Colby students in making reasoned decisions about future vocational plans, the Career
Counseling Office, located in 110 Lovejoy, w
lli
offer a series of eight Vocational Interest Seminars,
to all interested Colby students.
Three sem inars remain on the schedule for
this fall :
i October 30
Medical, Dental, Veterinary
'
M edicine and Nursing
November 6
Journalism and W riting
• November 13
Helping Professions:
Psychology, Theology,
1
and social service.
Selected members, of respective professions
and vocational areas have been invited to the
college to impart their first-hand knowledge of
what their work involves. Seminars are designed
to be direct and honest exchanges to aid you in
making realistic decisions about your career
interests and further , to clear up any misconceptions you might have concerning a particular
"
vocational area.
A11 students are encouraged to attend as
many seminars as possible. Each seminar will
>
be advertised campus-wide on imposing
L
yellow and black posters with the tell-tale "VIS"
R
in the upper corner.
If you have any questions or suggestions
feel free to contact the Career Counseling Office
at ext. 244, 288.
We look forward to seeing you there .
¦

Attention all Spanish students and mem bers of
Los Subrosa and Sigma Delta Pi. There will be a Halloween post mortem Pinata Party Saturday evening at
8 p.m. , Novem ber 2, in Dunn Lounge. Special fea¦ trues include Spanish refreshments, music and a raffle
for Mexican spiri ts. Costumes welcom e. Please give
a donation of $1.50 to a club officer by Wednesday,
,
October 30.
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• Tel. 207/453-901 1

3 Min. no rth o* downtown Waterville on Rti. 201-11 & 100

CTpen 7:00 a.m. to 10 p.m.; weekends to 11 p.m.

Quality Food; Good Service, Low Prices, and
jub i the right amt of atmosphere at:
(Maine's Finest Little Steak House)
,

flj mifli

:

(S£w)

* new owners

Phones

Steve Shafarman

Lectures ,... Seminars .. . Lab Notes * .*'.-.Source Notes for Papers . ..

mmmmam&mmmmsm&ammma&mMBBBmmums ummmnmmmmmmmaaamnm

We/come Colby Parents
Air Conditioning
Credit cards
Tel. ir, each unit
Hot wate r heat
*. .
CLYDE and ANNE ARNOLD JR.

Q.VM

w ^f ^

S Sea Food (r$%

Arno ld
Hotel

j ffl

£5

Coc ktails

Jw»*lC

New Method Auto
In addition , Cultural Life will be co-sponsSales and Service
oring a series on the World Food Crisis (with
Specializing
in Foreign
New World Coalition) Nov. 11-14 and A. A.
Car Repairs
Islam , Assistant Director of the World Bank
(with International Relations Club). And ,
214 College Ave.
872-8137 ,
probably some other activities that become
available.
It is really difficult trying to bring up
programs that will contribute substantially to
Don and Ruth Perkins *
the cultura l atmosphere of the college without
We/come Colby Parents
losing too m uch money. The fact is that
activities are expensive and it is impossible to
count on sufficient attendance to make m ost
things worthwhile.
Many of you signed up at the activities fair
to help with planning and running cultural
activities.- 1 am sorry that I have bee n unable
to contact m ore than a few of you so I would like
£&. and WEBBER'S STEAK H0US£
^
to issue and invitation to all interested people to
contact me. To this end I will be having a meetand Fairfield
ing at 7:00 this Monday, the 21st , in the Student
f ^ FBetween Waterville
Association office. Please come up and share
On Routes 201,100, and 11
Color television
your ideas., criticisms, and comments or justt
ge
Co|by C(> ^ Neafby
find out what others have to say. Next semester
Swimmingpool
is virtually unplanned and I would like very much
to help in putting together a Cultural Series and
phone : (207) 872- 2735
Air
Conditioning
™
a large variety of other programs.

/rtTD ft AMERICAN MOTOR INN fi ffl
m^g§
XJuty Waterville-Oakland Exit
Tpke. 95 - Routes 11 & 137 '
/•»

Webber Steah House

Following is a list of activities planned by
Cultural Life for the rest of the semester:
Nov. 7
Lanza del Vasta, disciple of
Gardhi and nonviolent activist
in, France. Given , 8:00
Nov. 21
Mummenschanz , a Swiss MimeTheater group , Runnals, 8:00
Dec. 6
Virgil Fox and Heavy Organ ,
Wadsworth

Waterville, Maine
Tel. (207) 872-5577

Colored T.V.
Queen size beds

MAINE'S FINEST

BOOKS

SALE

SALE

BOOKS

PAPERBACKS Vi PRICE
ON SALE

NOW

Colby College Bookstore
New Records In Stock
Rolling Stones/Jethro Tull/Leo Kottke/
Santana/Van M orrison/Chick Corea/Herbie Hancock/
Gato Barbieri/Mandrill/Kool And The Gang/Jackson Browne
Bonnie Raitt/Little Feat/Fircsign Theatre/Stylistics
Don't Forget The Big Halloween Costume Contest!!
Next Thursday • 7:00 P.M. — Prizes!
Trivia Contest :
On what label did Gordon Bok's first
record appear? To the winner : Carole
King's "Wrap Around Joy "
Last week's answer: Jane A slier (Paul McCartney)
(¦X r ^/ m f\ m \Cmk FSFA^ftQ
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NOW YOU CAN GET IT
ALL DOWN
WITH A BUILT-TO-LAST

,
n
Complete
rnput jack panel .

3081 PORTABLE CASSETTE

Built-in microphone .
(remote control mike $3.75 extra )

TAPE PLAYER/RECORDER.
—~
^ ~^_

Automatic/manual recording •
level control
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Also available in the 3080
model with no carrying
case, no' automatic/manual
recording level control, no
battery / record level meter,
and no tone control.

.
.__
only $54.50 »»Mt n»ld
(ihtwU? control

mike $3,75 entw )

Regularly $59.95

CATCH UP ON

WHAT'S GOING ON
TOPAYI
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FOR A LIMITED TIME
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ONLY T\J post
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(Including carrying case)
Regularly $69.95

We ,„ sh j p j mmedj ate|y
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when
you send .
your choice and check to:
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NORTHEAST AUDIO VISUAL , INC.

3 Chestnut Drive
Bedford Business Park
Bedford ,New Hampshire 03102
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The House that Quali ty Built
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America's No. 1 Hathaway
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Shirt Store

Third Annual Pi Lambda Phi

DAYSTRAVEL
BUREAU

with Thanks giving & Christmas
just aroundthe comer.
Call Now (or Reservations.
873-0755
i

Maurice 's Market

Pizza & Italian Sandwiches
Tana & Roast Beef Sandwiches
Ice Cubes, Beer, Ale & Wines

Colby Colle® has semester exchange program s
Third Annual Pi Lambda Phi All Campus Bike Race wit j1 DOtn Pomona College in Claremont, California
Homecoming W eekend, Saturday, October 26
and Fisk University in Nashville, Temiesee. Juniors
and second semester sophomores are eligible. DeadStarting Time: 11 a.m.
ime for applications for second semester is NovemStarting Place: The Quad
ber 15, 1974. information and application form s
are available in the Office of Mrs. Doris Downing,
BAB, your high school ring, lost in Miller
Assistant to the Dean of Faculty , 303B Eustis.
Library wash room , has been found . Contact
Applications for study abroad are also availthe Library custodian.
able from Mrs Downing. Catalogues of most
British universities are on file in her office. For
The International Relations Club is sponsoring a
specjaij zed information on study in various areas
drive for clothes, food , money for the inhabitants
of the worW j gee the following:
of Honduras. Boxes marked for this purpose
can be found outside of dining halls. Please give.
L409F
Great Britain _ prof esSor Longstaff
People need people.
L 330
Spain , Latin America - Professor Cauz
Other Europea n Countries - Prof.Filosof L332
Prof. Biron L328
/£j f52}
8F M iller I
Far East - Professor Elison
Sm^f ^
Jf c .&Jg>
BBr ^
^^LW

OPEN DAILY &30-! 1:00, Sun. to Thur t.
WoViy & Saturda y til 12:00

40 Elm Sr.

872-6481

== ===

Deadlines for application vary with the
institution.

WATERVILLE TRAVEL SERVICE

I

SPRING VACATION BARGAINS

JAMAICA

BERMUDA

The Price Has Dropped
On All Panasonic Calculators
These Quality Calculators are available
with Memory,AC/DC,Floating Decimal

$325 ^ffla r
***"****

Typewriters

ATKINS CO.

NOW
34 MAIN ST.

SOON

155 MAIN ST.

* D*YS

«* «*

MEALS(2 dall y)
TRANSFERS

DEPARTS FROM BOSTON
LIMITED TO 30 PEOPLE

7 NIGHTS

-¦¦
W

DEPARTS FROM N.Y.

ALL TIPS & TAXES

LIMITE D TO 28 PEOPLE

MEAUgda*)

\Wt£c A TAve q

RESERVATIONS REQUIRED BY DEC. 15

NO DEPOSIT REQUIRED UNTIL FEB.

Lenses For Most Cameras — Zoom,
Telephotos,wide angle,macro,etc.

Repairs — Service

$340*"SU

8 DAYS 7 NIGHTS

Priced from $49" to $99"
CAMERA NUTS-New Mindla XK!

Cameras

j /v
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Ask f o r our f r ee catalog
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FOR RESERVATIONS & FURTHER INFO CALL:
STEVE TAIT EXT. 360

MMMMMa ^MMMHHHNaMMMMHWM
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Caterin gto the ColleneCrowd
Thurs. - Fri. ¦Sun.
The Norther n Valley Boys
''
One o f t k tBit! AtmtmmtofDrinkit» Timn
It W Temple Stmt
7t00 a.m.-l :b0 i.m.
GOO D FOO D

INFORMAL ATMOS PHERE

^

THE RED BARN
Off Rt. 139 Monroe
Friday nite Rock .'n Roll 9-1 a.m.

Biggy Rat

-

(y CDesxr

cANN

("Dear Ann " is an unsyndicated
column appearing at irregular intervals in the Echo. It is written
and edited by Miss Ann Slanders,
a retired construction worker presently residing in a small unfurnished cave high atop Runnals
Hill. Unsolicited letters asking her
advice are welcomed and should
be addressed to Miss Ann Slanders ,
c/o the Echo, Runnals Union).
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Mr. BIG

m

Beef and Brew

I
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KENNEDY MEMORIAL DRIVE
WATERVILLE
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873-0301
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$29.95
Down filled parkas
IFL hockey jer seys
normally $14.95 now $8.00
Team lots lower and we letter
$8.80
Converse All Stars
Victoriaville Hockey sticks - 2/$7.00
CCM, Bauer and Hyde skates $25.95 and up
Hyde figure skates
$29.95
Nordica ski boots
reduced ot $44.95 and up
Dunham's Continental Tyroleans
man and women
$28.95
Men's pants, values up to $20.00
(sizes 28-34) 2/$9.99
Famous make shirt
$4.99
Blizzard skis reg, $140 now $88.00
Rossignol ST 650 and
Rossignol ROC 550 reg. $215
now $149.90
Hal Joseph '44 Paula Eustis '69
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FLESH GORDONA brond,brensty, soxy spoof,
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with heroes,monsters and SclR
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Sunday Cinema Proudly Presents'THE' Halloween SpecialOctober 30, Halloween Eve
Wednesday ! Wednesday! Wednesday !
Usher in Halloween with this treat:
'TasteThe Blood Of Dracula' with Christopher
Lee.
Lord Courtley, an aristocrat without funds,
induces three friends to purchase three priceless
items. A black cloak, a ring and a phial of red
dust- the effects of the dreaded vampire Dracula.
The three men together with Courtney attend a
mystic chapel ceremony where madness overtakes
them. They kill Courtney and at the same time Draculi
rises fro m the grave to take vengeance on their children
for killing his disciple. If you like horror films you'll
love 'Taste The Blood Of Dracula' because the gentlema
from Transylvania is back and his fangs are sharper
that ever!
Remember October 30, Halloween Eve
Wednesday! Wed nesday! Wednesday!
Watch for times - 2 showings.

Dear Ann ,
My roommate shoots heroin, practices necrophilia ,,
robs little children , flushes cats down the toilet,
cuts all her classes to attend meetings of the
John Birch Society , idolizes Adolf Hitler and
Charles Manson, hyacks planes out of Waterville Airport , sends bombs through the mail, and eats soup
with her hands.
Now she's really gone and done it though. Last"
night she said she plans to marry this disgusting little WASP from Cleveland. What can I do to stop
her?
Worried

The People's Group will be holding its second
general meeting this Sunday, October 27 at 9:30 P.M.
in Dunn Lounge. Among other general issues, such as
where to place a collection of feminist literature, the
possibility of setting up general awareness groups, discussion of the distribution of the athletic budget, gynecological and psychological care.the idea of utilizing the
Ford Foundation's grant to Colby to establish a Women's Study program will be explored. All are welcome
and encouraged to come.

Dear Worried ,
Your problem is certainly unique ! While I've
heard of other forms of bestiality, this one is new to

^^^^^^^W
i
m,
/CHARLES BRONSG4«fH§^I1
I -DEATHWISH" WK8W

" vemoN 8C°JJ - And now themm ^ ^K ^^Sj
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me. How did the wasp ever make it to Waterville
all the way from Cleveland? How do they communicate?
How did they meet?
My advice is to stay out of it. If they 're really
in love their affairs should be none of your beeswax.
While a mere wasp can hardly provide a secure home
for a human wife, she is likely to collect a good deal .
of life insurance before too long (remember, bees
don't live very long).
Let me know how they 're making out.

Dear Pizza-face,
Don't despair: the answer is simple. If you don't
want people to notice those pimples, then paint your
face green. If that doesn't work, then pa
face green. If that doesn't work, then you'd better
try getting yourself a lot of blind dates-the kind
that are really blind.
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Dear Ann,
I am a freshman girl living in Dana and my
new boyfriend is living in Lambda Chi. Every time
I go over to see him he tells me I have the ugliest
face he's ever seen. The reason for this is that I
have a rare skin allergy which makes my face break
out in great big splotchy green pimples whenever
I'm in the vicinity of beer. Sometimes it makes
him so mad...why once he even picked up and threw
one of the dumbells he'd been lifting in his room
out his 3rd-floor window . Luckily that turned out
okay-the poor kid just scraped himself off the
sidewalk and came right back into the house , and
since then he's even pledged there.
I've tried to get him to com e over to visit me
in Dana where there's not as much beer hanging
around but he won 't because he says he's never
been anyplace on campus besides his house and Ro
berts dining hall and the football field , and he
doesn't know how to get to Dana. So I tried to
get him to persuade the guys in Lambda Chi to
quit drinking beer and maybe switch to goldfish
or something. But you should have seen him when
I brought that up-he got so mad he picked up a
whole keg and would have thrown it at me if some
other guy hadn 't come by and taken it out of his
hands and broken it over the head ofone of his bro
thers.
The situation is getting worse all the tim e-I'm
afraid that it's going to affect my future social life
too unless these splotches go away. What can I do?
Pizza-face
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cond semester, and provides faculty members with alternate years off to pursue scholarship of their own.
A second event singled out by President Strider,
which he feels was responsible for providing the college
with many new directions was the 1962 challenge grant
of $1,800,000. offered by the Ford Foundation if Colby
pledged to raise twice that amount. In just three years
Colby raisdd a spectacular $4,6000000., whi ch not o nly
gave Colby national prominence but kept our fund
raising sights high and annual giving up ever since. In
fact the 1974 capital funds campaign which aimed for
$6 ,700 ,000. resulted in raising $10 ,000 ,000. in funds
for the college enabling specific plans to be made concerning the creation of a new infirmary , theatre , and
science building. Last summer Ford again chose Colby,
this time to be a part of its Ford Venture Fund Grant
Program .

that these are the schools with which Colby should compete due to the sim ilarity of their academic and athletic standards.
.
In response to my question of any regret or failure that he remembered during his years at Colby, President Strider recalled the Program II project funded by
the Ford Foundation in the mid '60's. Under this experiment 22 freshmen were to be admitted and for four
years they would take no conventional courses but do
in di vidu a l w ork , attend tutorials, and audit classes under
the guidance of a faculty committee. Only three students
managed to graduate under the program, for the other
students either adopted the orthodox program or dropped
out. Strider feels that even though the program failed ,
Colby did benefit from learning that 1) students should.
have been selected who had previously demonstrated
an ability to succeed in the regular academic program

PRESIDENTIAL INSIGHT:

STRIDER REFLECTS ON

FIFTEEN YEARS AT COLBY

By Susan Staples
1975 marks the fifteenth year of Robert E. Lee
Strid er 's presidency of Colby College. In an interview
last Monday, President Strider recalled some of the more
m emorable events of his past decade and a half at Colby,
and gave his assesment of the role of a college president.
Before being elected president , Strider was Dean of the
faculty from 1957 until 1960 when he assumed the presi
dency. At that time he was involved in what he considers to be one of the really significant events of Colby's
history , the establishment of the Jan Plan. In the late
'50's Colby developed the idea which was finally accept ed by the faculty and put inot operation in 1962
qui te unaware that another small college in Florid a had
come up with the same idea simultaneously. Eckart
College , formerly Florida Presbyterian College, experience d their fir st J a n Pla n in 196 1 . Strider is particularly pleased with this innovation , for he feels it gained recognition for Colby in not only serving as .< a model for
other schools, but attracts more' intellectually "curious-. ' 7
students. The Jan7Flan alsa vitalized 'Gdj iSy 'S;progra m by
eUmina.t ing.the dead period between.:-G
7

I asked President Strider to define the role of a
college president , and comment on the obvious personal
satisfaction he experiences in his posistion. Strider replied ; "Being a college president I can survey the entire
institution from one spot actually oversee a myriad of
activities which are all known to me or should be known
to me. The presidency is a fascinating combination of
six interesting jobs which include: educational leader,
head of a complex administrative organization , public
spokesman , fund raiser laison with alumni and friends of
the college and beni g an accessible official of the college
to all within and without the institution." Strider especially stressed his involvement with professional associations such as the Association of American Colleges
of whi ch he is a past chairman and with the A.A.U.P.
(Association of American University Professors). He
f eel s it is i m port a nt f or maint a ining go od relati ons, that
Colby be active in these associations^ . According to an
AAUr bulletin Colby is listed as paying the highest faculty salaries in the state :"of Maine. President Strider is 7
also; pleased that ;Colby ^is a member o^ 'tWTKeW England;:
^
• fc Smal^ cSiiege^A^
Bowdoin;: Middlfebiiry^ Amherst^ Will iams, Wesleyan ,'
;
Tufts, Trinity i Union J and Hamilton. It is his opinion

D6 Ybu
Buil d?

Alright , so what do you want? New science buildings, a theatre, a new health center , or a decent union?
Right now , Colby is going through a crucial decision making process. In June 1974, the Com mittee, to study the
future of Colby (CSFC) made re commencations listing
the science building as the first priority, if there are sufficient funds, and then the theatre and health center , and
finally the student union. The faculty got a strong hand
in th.e decision , emphasizing academic matters. And our
one student representativ e agreed. But presently there
is last minute student dissent - and Stu-A is trying to get
your support for a new , central union , including a theatre
instead. There is a meeting - at dinner tonight (Thursday)
between some students and the Board of Trustees. There
will also be a meeting for all students at 8:30 in* Runnals
Union. So if you care at all about what building Colby
is going to put up first , it might just help if you went.
But now for some facts. For one , finding m oney for
these projects is becoming harder every year. In the 1969
plan for Colby, the goal of $6;7 m illion was set , providing funds for new buildin gs, without specifying particulars, They raised to $7 ,099 ,906. , but costs and inflation
have risen so m uch as to m akc this inadequate , Bixler 's
costs rose from an estimated $575 ,000. to the final
$950,000. and tentative costs for a separate , 650-seat
theatre have risen from $1.1 million to f3-4 million. Even
more importantly, Colby has received few large gifts
which arc necessary to begin the major fund drives. And
Colb y's endowment for the 1980's is not enough to
maintain its buildings goals for that time.
In any case, when it uses its funds , the CSFC lists
the science building as its first priority. /Academically,
thoy m ight be right, The number of science majors have
increased over the years while the space to work in remains limited. Even though the lecture halls are not alwa y s i n use , smaller classrooms and labortories are fully
if not over used. Keyes and Lifo Sciences were constructed in 1948 and 1951 , quite a while ago. Most other col-

leges have science buildings built after 195 1, and Middlebury has a huge complex completed in 1969. There is
a lack of space for facult y offices, seminar rooms, and
storage. There is no greenhouse at all , and the labs could
be brought more up to date. Because of this, CSFC recom mends a $3 million science project. This includes
the renovation of both Keyes and Life Sciences and the
construction of a moderately-sized building to be placed
in the present Keyes parking lot.
The second priority is the theatre . There were
three alternative here : a renovation of Runnals , a separate building seating 400-650, or a Regional Cultura l
Center with a large auditorium and smaller theatres. Tho
last -would be most desirable , but , unfortunately, the cost
puts it out of range . The CSFC recommends instead that
$850,000. be used for the re construction of the first
floor and basement of Runnals Union into a 300 seat
t h eatre , with all tlie necessary accessories, It is obviously n<it planned to be an all-encompassing kind of thing,
continued on page thro o

and 2) too many students were involved ; tor perhaps
greater success may have been possible with six to
eight students. The other eight colleges who tried the
progra m experienced more or less the same results.
One restriction which Strider finds his presidency
im poses is his lack of tim e to do any teaching. As
Dean of Faculty, Strider taugh t sophomore English and
Shakespeare , but hasn 't be en a ble to teach sin ce h e ga v e
a seminar in 1968. President Strider regrets the fact
that he has no time to get to the library to get a fresh
approach to the material he would like to teach , but he
is conten t ed t o try , in hi s p osition a s president , to make
con diti o ns at C olby b etter so t eaching by the f acu lty a nd
learning by the students will be more rewarding.
Other changes over the years which Presidnnt Strider feels have been positive for Colby include the transforming of Colby from a co-ed school in name to actuality , with the mixing of m ale and female students into
adjacent dorms in the mid '60's up to co-ed housing in
the early '70's:y>
7 7:.
, 7 . : Gr eater ,s
as members' of com rriitfees, on.the.BBard'"of -Trustees
and present at fa culty meetings, \yas also mentioned as
continued on page 3

Stu-A Calls
All Campus Meeting
8:30 Toni ght

Student Association will hold an All-College
Meeting tonight at 8:30 in Runnals gym. Our
purpose in calling such a meeting at this time is
to bring to your attention what we feel are the
vital issues before us this coming year: student
life at Colby and how it can be improved.
Before going on , it is necessary to apologize for the statement each of you received
Tuesday night. We , the members of the Colby
Student Association , are truly sorry for the
overly strident and vitriolic nature of that
statement . It was, and is, our opinion that
your attendance tonight is vital and we chose
this method to impress upon you this urgency ,
a method we now realize was unnecesssry and
inappropriate .
Over the last two years a committee was
in existence to study the future of the college
(Committee to Study the Future of Colby or
CSFC). While this committee presented a
comprehensive study of the educational and
financial needs of Colby it is our feeling that
it did not adequately assess the important
aspects of residential life of the college. The
primary example of this, in our opinion , is
the obvious need for a new campus center,
Such a center could serve as the foca l point
for the social, cu l tura l, and educational exigencies of college life . These residential
needs and the need for this facility were insufficiently examined by the CSFC, we
believe. It is the hope and intention of the
Student Association fo more fully -re p resent
these issues to the college and to the Board
of Trustees throughout the year.
T h ere f ore , during this year ahead wo
will bo preparing a comprehensive study of
cont inued on page four
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What are
They Saying
Abo ut You
On August 20th , President F ord signed Public Law
93-980. This bill aims to open up school files and records to students and parents alike , allowing them to sej
their own files within 45 days of the date upon which
they request to do so. In addition , the law will prevent access to records by third parties without written permission. Most importantly , it makes it possible
for a person to challenge inaccurate record content in
court and have his file corrected if his complaint is
found to be justified. This new privacy law details penalti es w h en these rights are d eni es a n d m ak es it ill ega l
for an institution not to inform its students and/or
their parents of their right to see their records.
An educational group called the National Committee
for Citizens in Education vigorously restated its support of the personal right to privacy by challenging
the resistance of a group of college and university organizations (Association of Am erican Universities, Associatio n of American Colleges, American Council on
Educztion , Am erican Association of State Universities
and Land Grant Colleges, American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges, American Associa tion
of State Colleges and Universities and the National
Council of Independent Colleges and Universities) to
the new Family Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, to
become law on N ovember 20th.
"We find it incomprehensible and frightening that
these organizations, whose primary interest should be
with the protection of their students rights, are so concerned with the sanctity of their filing system that they
would attempt to delay the implementationoof such an
important piece of legislation," Dr. Carl Marturber , Senior
Associate of NCCE said.
"This is especially true if one considers that elem entary and secondary administrators, who are equally, if
not even m ore, affected by the new act , have already
begun to clean out their records and develop new student file policies.
"Those college and university organizations challenging the . law and seeking to have its effective date delayed
know full well that the problems with the provisions
are not serious enough to justify postponement of privacy rights protection involving over 40 million school
children and their parents," Dr. Marburger continued,

The major sponsor of the original legislation, Senator James Buckley, C-NY , has alr ea dy stat ed that the
only serious objections by colleges and universities
(materials previously inserted in records with the expectation that they would not be read by the person written about can be corrected with a sim pie , one sentence
amendm ent.
NCCE urges the U.S. Office of Education to release
its regulations as soon as possible. Regulations developed by Federal Agencies are designed to provide procedural direction for implementation of the law.
The regulations must be in keeping with the intent of
the Congress in passing the law. In moving to publish
such regulations within the next few weeks, the Office
of Education will answer the few legitimate questions now
being raised by colleges and universities and at the same
time speed compliance with the act.
"The Family Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 was

THE REIGN IN MAINE 74

My old friend Camden Pease came to see me last
week. When I opened the door I could tell there was
som ething troubling him. "You look worried Camden ,"
I said.
"Well , I should."Camden replied. "I knew that there
was an election for governor com in' up here in
November. Ayuh. And I'd supposed that I'd vote for
ole Ken again."
"You mean Ken Curtis?" I asked.
"Ayuh ," said Camden.
"Weir I"16 isn 't running again since- the governor
in Maine can only succeed himself once.
"So that's the reason he ain't runhin '. I thought he
m ighta got ticked off 'bout somethin '. But the
reason I come ta see ya ," said Camden , "is that I don't
know a whale's hair 'bout them boys that's tryin ' out.
I thought that you bein' a student of this sorta thing,
you could tell me 'bout 'e,m.
"Let' s see, Camden ," First of all, there's J im Erw in
He 's the Republica n candidate .
"I rcmbmber that feller," Camden interrupted.
He twice run before and lost, "W hat's he doun '
Bettin ' in the fight another time?"
"He only lost by less than a thousand votes in
1970. " I reminded Camden. "He probably figure s
that he deserves another chance."
"Has he changed at all? Camden askeded.

"Not really," I answered. "However he does
claim to be from the New Republican Party. "
"Wonder what he did n't like about the old un?"
Camden queried.
"I don't know. He's pretty much the same guy
as he saw before. He's campaigning against govern
ment spending . I guess that he's still for law and
order^ though he doesn 't speak on that anym ore.
It's rather difficult to be for law and order after
you were chairman of the Maine Committee ' to
R e-Elect the President."
"Ayuh," said Camden.
"He's also been campaigning on his experience,
You'll rem ember that besides losing twice beofre
he was Attorney General from 1966 to 1970 tind

has served in the state legislature, Lately , however,
he's been practising law in York."
"that' s just down the road a Piece from me ,"
Camden added.
"His campaign theme is "Erwin this time."
"Jesus," Camden asked , "You think there'll bo
another time?"
"Then there 's Stan Leen. He 's an indeD.en.dont ."
"Nothing wrong with that ," Camden interrputcd ,
"I'm kinda independent maself."
"No, Camden. You see , h e runnn g on t h e
indpendent ticket. He has no party supporting hin. In
fact , he's not even a politician , never b een electe d to

passed through the efforts of concerned citizens and
groups and is therefore a law which represents deep citizen conviction. NCCE fears that once Congress reconvenes in Mid-November, college and university organizations, over-reacting to the new law and the change of
habits which it requires, may succeed in obtaining postponement of the Movember 20th effective date, and will
use the time to modify its basic provisions, leaving the
law a set of weak statemetns instead of a detailed set of
stipulated rights and protections," Dr. Marburger added.
"If this happens , several hundred people and the few t hou
sands of college and university people they repre sent will
have succeeded in denying privacy rights and protections
to millions of elementary and secondary school children.
NCCE feels this should not be allowed to happen , and is
urging the public to write Secretary of HEW Weinberger
to press Office of Education officials to publish regulations and implement the law with no delay.

a public office or affiliated with party politics.
However, he's a successful Bangor businessman. I
hear thet he has several electrical enterprises and a
hunting lodge And he's been in a lot of civic organizations. At 58 years old , he wa'nts to begin getting
involved in governm ent. "
"I think he's begun his political menopause ,"
replied Camden.
"Anyway, ICamdem , he's been fly ing around the
state in this airplane which he bought. He tells
the people that because he can run his own businesses
successfully he could run the state's business. "
"Probably could . says Camden. "Tain 't much
difference 'tween a hunting lodge and that there
place where them bureaucrats work at."
"Now that 's not fair, Camden. However, there
is another guy.who's running and feels somewhat
the same way . His name is Jim Longley. "
"I think I heard somethin ' 'bout him and some
new plan last year."Camden added .
"That's right. It was caled tlie Maine Management
and Cost Survey . This guy Longley and six other
businessmen put together, a business plan for the
state to save money. About 83% of the proposals
have been or aro in the process of being implemonted. But Longley thinks he can save the state even
more money. So he 's runn in g as a n In d ep en d ent
cont inued on.pagc five

Somewhere I get the notion that we may have let our apathy
get the better of us. Certainly no one expects students to dro p everythings and throw stones at Eustis every tim e someone feels students' have been mistreated in one -way or another.
Nevertheless it is still rem arkable that students could ignore the
issue of a student center to the extent they did last Thursday night at
an all-campus m eeting called by the Student Association. Certainly
the center would not be built that night . Certainly it came at a time
when the campus was deluged by mid term s. But what kind of a case
can be made for student support based on the appearance of 200
students?
The Student Association that night m ade an attempt to represent
students in a matter they felt was not only of serious concern to the
students but to the future character of Colby College itself. The results of that attempt were disappointing. Why ?
In the past a common com plaint was that the Student Government
'did not m ake real efforts toward representing the students. This is
not the case this year as those who have worked with the'student association will attest. Nevertheless it is im possible to represent students
who refuse to respond. W hat do students really want in the way of
representatio n? Is there a need for any student (organization*?
What would happen if all extracurricular activities and organizations
were abolished? Shortly students would be in an uproar about the need
for such organiaztions and would demand the formation of new ones.
Perhaps not a bad idea , it would force student s to i think about what
they really wanted in the way of extracurricualr opportunity. And
there is a conspicuous lack of that kind of thought on cam pus now.
What do you think is a difficult question, but do you think, is a serious
one.
DE

To residents of Colby the racial tragedy just a few hours to the
south of us in Boston is perhaps a bit shocking. We live in an environment where black-white tension appears to be practically nonexistant. W hite students mix with black students. Black students mix '
white students. There are no knifings, no bottle-throwings , no stoi.
ings of cars occupied by members of the "enemy. " While here at
Colby we feel little need for these things.
We are lulled into believing that we have conquered; the fears,
hates, and frustrations of white and black prejudice. This could prove
to be the most serious blindness that some of us will ever encounter
The sim pie fact that there is not large-scale violence or racial tension
here does not mean that we are models for the people of South Boston
and their kind to modell themselves after.
Racial violence stems from deep-seated fears and attitudes which
•m ake up prejudice. Prejudice does not always lead to discrim ination
and violence however. It is adroit at lying dormant until needed or
awakened, When a situation arises in which the objec t of prejudice
appears to be im proving his lot , it is suddenly very easy for the fears
and hates to surface and assure that there will be no such foolishness
allowed.
What would happen ', here if the Admission 's Office were to
announce that next year 's freshman class would be 50% black as well
as each class after it? Suddenly there might be an avalanche of outrage and before long Colby might even be transformed into a m iniature
South Boston.
As long as whites here feel that they are in control then they will
probably remain placid and relatively friendly in their dealings
with blacks. But as soon as they graduate and filter out into the Bostons of the world , their experience here will have been no Help . Their
prejudice will resurface when they feel threatened ;and" develop into
even greater and uglier prejudices . It will be them that you see on the
evening news with the rocks in their hands and the sneers on their
faces,
Colby offers an ideal opportunity to overcome deep-seated attitudes
toward different racial groups by providin g a casual relaxed atm osphere
in which to meet with and to grow with the m embers of these different groups, It takes either experience or a lot of objective thought or
both to dilute attitudes one has grown up with from birth. Not just
„
being here.
R

Where is the enthusiasm w hich once brought our blood to
the boiling point? If I were to be perfectly honest I would have
to adm it that m ine began to dwindle at some indefinite
point in the all too distant past. It is a common characteristic in adolescence to identify oneself with a cause, and
for many of us this involved an attachment to an educational institution . We may have momentarily relieved
tension and found satisfaction in dedicating our energies
to the renovation and invigoration of a college. It might
even have becom e the impetus for getting up in the m orning and staying up half the night. But all too soon cam e
the time when the mere fact of getting up in the m orning
dem anded more enthusiasm than we could consistantly
muster. Genuine concern gushed forth into a veritable geyser of aU-consum ing pa ssion...onlyto suddenly find itself run dry indefinitely . We had becom e
cause-proof , no issue could touch us so successfully
had we crept back within our noncomm ittal, protective shells. Dedication to an educational institution
is emotionally exhausting , we cannot hope to m aintain such a peak of concern for so long. Indeed , we .
should not try to drain our resources to the point
where we turn inward in self-defense. Granted , it is
all too simple to act selhshly during these four years.
Being truly other-directed is a rare state of mind for the
college student. However , must this self-interest be seen
as inherently a bad thing? Need we feign dedication
when it is nothing m ore than an empty pretense.? Better to
rem ain silent in our apathy than attem pt to disguise
it beneath some com plicated defense , which has the
potential to becom e offense intheextreme. We editors have contemplated fabricating hair-raising, spinetingling issues, dredged up from the depths of our
weary imaginations. We sometimes think anything
would be an improvem ent over the tedium and
frustration which manifest themselves in age-old
complaints which find their way to the editorial
p age , traditionally the hot-bed for debate.
Along with our adolescent stage went a fascination
with and a facility for expressing an opinion on any
and every subject. In our old age-we have-grown less - : • •¦¦
opinionated , We may feel we have less of a social
conscience, but maybe we have just begun to discrim inate between the valid opinions and the
useless sermonizing. Let the causes and their
advocates seek their soap box on this page...but
you who have suffered a loss of enthusiasm , do
not agonize over your disillusioned silence, but
step back quietly with all that which is better left
C.M.
unsaid .
•SMiiiiii
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Number 502 at the Rescue Desk . . .
The CSFC Report Reviewed
l

i
|
;

The report of the Committee to Study the Future of Colby is amatter of seiiousconcern, or should
be, to anyone who cares enough about Colby to go
here. The CSFC report m akes reccom mendations
which, with slight revision, will determ ine the
course Colby is to follow in the future.
The report is comprehensive, The Echo begins
here a four part series designed to inform students
of both the content and basic character of their
report .
Part I examines the origins of the CSFC and
begins examination of the -recommendations of the
report itself.

It was from this organizational and procedural
framework that the CSFC began its work. Significantly of the J5 'individuals most actively involved
in the report only one was a student.
The statement ot academ ic mission which
the Board called for was the first task of the CSFC.
This statement is contained in section II of the
report "The Genreal Diagnosis and Prescription '"

HARTM AN
FOR

GOVERNOR
mm

"Colby Colllege is concerned with ideas
and values as they are inherited from the
past, as they are preceived in the present, and
as they may be developed in the future . A
sense of the breadth of hum an knowledgegained through the disciplines of the humanThe CSFC originated from a recommendation
ities the social sciences and the natural set
by President Strider in his report to the Colby Colences-is fundam ental to the liberal arts
lege Board of Trustees for the years 1970-1972. Nottradition , but the College also seeks to deveing that such a study had not been undertaken since
lop the critical and intellectual faculties by
1955 Strider asked that the Board approve the CSFC.
which stud ents may discriminate among
Dr. Leith Hartman , a Bath plastic surgeon and
The Trustees on January 27, 1973 adopted by
ideas may evaluate their heritage and may
father of five is making a bid for Augusta's top spot.
vote two motions which provided for the establishachieve intellectual and personal integrity.
¦
Directing a write-in campaign Dr. Hartman faces
ment of such a committee and set down basic structThe College accepts the Socratic principle
a difficult task but has established himself strongly
ural .guideline for the committee.
that 'an unexmained life is not worth livon a platform best summarized by his campaign sloTwelve members were to comprise the Comm iing", and the College endeavors to nurture
gan "You Know Where He Stands."
ttee, mainlyfaculty with at least one member of the
the excitement which accompanie s the discoHartman 's candidacy is based on a concern for
Board of Trustees and one student. Appointm ents
very of what is known and the formulation
honesty , m orality, and understanding in government.
to the committee were Presdient Stridor's responof new and individual perceptions."
He is a veteran , a family man , concerned about senior
sibility.
"The intent of the College's academic
citizens and m ost important independant of any polThis com mittee was charged with two concurrent
program, is thus twofold: to develop the hisitical obligations.
tasks:
His plattorm favors no coastal refinierie s, repeal
torical sensitivity by which students may
present
moof the abortion law , guarantees for senior citiznes ,
"To develop a succint statement 'Of .the academic
perceive the complexities of the
past
and
by
which
y
including
therein
a
m ission of Colb College
protection of fishing rights and the return of prayer
ment in the light of the
future;
the
present
into
to
specific unifying academic concept. Further ,
proje
ct
the
public schools.
they may
ability
develop
the
,
to
the com m ittee should develop objectives for
simultaneously
Banking on citizen concern for honesty and m orand ,
the college in support of the mission, guided
ality combined with government meant to serve
to make valid generalizations and to genreideas."
ate
new
by the two-year report , 1970-72, of the Presthe people of Maine Hartman takes his case along
with
five other candidates to the pollls where the
ident ."
recommendations
made
by
the
subsequent
The
citizens of Maine m ust make their decision.
The eventual appointments to the com m ittee
CSFC were made in pursuit of the goals outlined
included 8 faculty members , 3' trustees and one
in this statement.
student.
The CSFC also recommended in Part II of the^
Faculty
Trustees
report that each of their . recorn m endations be put:
It was recommended that a January program
into one of five action categories:
would provide a student with three credit hours, appJames Arm strong
Ro bert A' Mard en
a. board action
licable to either the standard 105 credit hours or the
R. Mark Benbow
Albert C. Palmer
b. administrati ve action
flexible fifteen.
A. K. Cham plin
W ilson C. Piper
c. faculty action
This recom mendation if approve d would eliminate
Dorothy Koonce
d. student action
much of the pressure imposed on the students by the
Donaldson Koonce
e. action by m ore than one of the above
120 credit hours demand.
Thorn as J. Morrione Student
Specific recommendations and examinations of
It was further recommended that a study be made
Lucille Zukowski
Robin Hamill '74
aspects of Colby are made in Part III of the report
on the proportion of the faculty required to adequately
Francis H. Parker
entitled "Detailed Reports and Specific Recom menda- staff the January program. This could alleviate the •,
tions." Tw elve sections com prise this section.
serious problem a student encounter s when all fa culty
Jon F. Hall was appointed secretary of the CSFC.
Each will be examined in the course of this article.
members he asks to sponsor his plan are busy or "off"
In addition to these comm ittee members President
that January .
Strider and Dean Jenson attended and participated
A recornm endation that "no immeidate action be
a; Educational Programs and Resources
in the CSFC meetings. Professor DwightLaddof
taken in the proposed St. John 's program was interReport Summary
***2 University of New Hampshire served as an outesting. Why? Because very few students had any
task force mem bers: R.M. Benbow chairman ,
side consultant to the CSFC. Ladd is. the author:
idea that such a plan was being considered. The St.
P. Jenson , D, Koons, F. Parker , L, Zukowski.
of the Carnegie Commission report Change in EduJohn 's approach is essentially a Great Books program
The statement of purpose in this section
cational Polciy.
essentially defines the role of the college as an intellectual which makes no attempt at explaining the historical
Additional sources of Information for the CSFC
or contem poraiy relevance of their studies, concentintellectual prov ider . The report stresses the need
were results of other college studies, a study of sturating instead ori ideas. The program was downed '
for exposure and concentration in intellectual matdent attitudes by Thorn as Morrione and a student
w hat appeared to bc economic reasons .
ters. (The need for requirements and the need for
"sounding board" instituted by Robin Hamill and
An expansio n of curricular offerings in the area
a major choice). The Comm ittee also noted the
administere d through Charlie Jenks (then Vice Presneed for creative opportunities in the Liberal Arts pro- , of the perform ing arts was also recom mmend ed,
ident of the Student Government).
However with this recommendatio n was one which
The committee began work January 29, 1973.
gra m and recognized the collcge's'responsibility to
They agreed to concentrate their research in twelve
• said that courses in the performing arts should count
provide those opportunities.
exclusively for the flexible fifteen, Reasoning behind
areas of Colby operations, On each area a task
The recoin mendations in this section essentially
"*"
force , headed by a CSFC m ember , was established.
this restriction was not given,
provide for the maintenacc of the present academic
Beyond these exceptions the report was essentially
Two additional areas of study in the report were
program . One significant exception was a recoma program for the maintenance of the academic
Morrionc 's study and a brief report on "Com m unimedation for a change in the January Program.
status quo. If you have questions or suggestions see one
cations nnd Integration. "
of the task forces mom bors,

An
Open

satisfied with the presnt system to continue to
work within its framework. But reforms would
allow those people who are not satisfied with the
present academic restrictions to elect to work outside of them. Colby could become a more respon(
sive, a much freer ', a true liberal arts institution
if more options were nade available to its students—
if the realm of academic freedom was not as resticted
as it is now.
We can begin to return the college to its own
ideology by elim inating distribution requirements.
This would enable students to take courses imhich
they are genuinely interested in, instead of spending
Jerry Fensterman valuable time having to take required courses. By
Jeff Gottesfeld enforcing distribution requirements, the college
is acting in loco parentis, which directly violates
Susie Inches
its own philosophy .
Colby College doesn 't practice what it preaches.
When a student enters college he/she has the
Colby 's avowed educational philosophy, as stated
personal maturity to choose couses that would aid
in the Colby College Catalogue, May 1974,pp. 8-9 is
in personal development. Since Colby is a liberal arts
...the best preparation for life in our world , and
school, people do not come here to specialize. There
especially towards the professions that require
are m any colleges better designed for specialization
further advanced study, is a broad acquaintance
than Colby. As stated in the catalogue, Colby is dediwith human knowledge, rather than narrowly
cated to the "pursuit of truth , free and unrestricted".
concentrated training in limited areas. It is the
Yet , people suudying under distribution requirements
pursuit of truth, free and unrestricted, for truth
often are forced to study for courses they don't want
is infinitely various...
to take, and compromise on the amount of work in
Consistent with the philosophy of the colcourses they do. Genuine interest generates more
lege, responsibility is given each student in the
knowj edge. Classes are more meaningful when everydetermination of the academic program, and
one in them really wants to be there. If a student is
in the regulation of social life and daily living.
accepted to Colby, s/he has already been exposed to
This is a good , well-founded philosophy for
many academic areas. The admission requirements
a liberal arts institution. Unfortunately , the
insure this. Thus, a student at Colby should have the
administration has been unable to reconcile its
maturity and experience to select his/her own courses.
practices with the philosophy of the school. The
A fluid registration progra m , where courses are held
administratio n tells us how mature and responsible
for a two-week period rior to registration, would also
we are, yet it doesn't give us the 'responsibility ' of
make the selection of course a m ore concrete and mean
choosing all our courses, or the 'freedom ' of
ingful process. Students would see exactly how the
choosing the method of evaluation for our courses.
class would run , and would have still another basis for
We are mature and responsible, yet the college burhis/her decision.
dens us with 120 credit hours, and doesn 't allow
Another change the college could make tha t would
us the time to exercise our responsibilities as they
allow the students to show responsibility would be to
apply to our own lives. The college claims that
extend the options of grading. Mandatory, traditio n al
it is not acting in loco parentis , yet in fact it con grading is limited .. . Many people simply do not actrols iour academic experience .
cept the standards of traditional grading. Still, tradition
C olby College doesn 't have to be like this.
al letter grading should remain open as an option for
There are certain reforms which can be made ,
those who want it. A second option would be pass/
which would make the college practice consistent
fail grading for all courses, if the student , well-advised
with its educational philosophy. Reforms would
by the new advisory system , wants to take all his/her
not have to eliminate present academic structures.
courses on a pass/fail basis. A third option , to be used
Reforms would enable the people who are

Lette r
To
The
Colb y
Community

IhCBCBtSCHUffl

Dear Editor ,
Some people find distribution requirements very oppressive. Personally, I find the presence of these people in my classes oppressive. For exam pie, I am taking
introductory German because I want to. Several of
my classmates, who are taking the course to meet language requirements, find this hard to belive and think
I am crazy. I resent having to defend m yself in that
situation, When people find it strange that som eone is
in a course when not required to be , I think we have lost
perspective of what the purpose of a college education
is. Thus I question the value of having distribution
requirements. I sympathize with the people in my
classes who are not there by choice , and I urge them
to make their feelings know n .
Sarah Chambers
To the Editors:
Just a few questions:
Why, if Kinsey 's conservative 1948 estimate that 10%
of the genera l U.S. population was exclusively horn osexual , and such an estim ate was made about the
population of Colby College as a result of survey last
y ear , is there , at present , no organization for homosexuals on this campus?
Why, also , if one out of ten people you meet is a
homosexual , arc homosexuals treated as "oddities "?

Why did The Bridge , last year 's homosexual organization on campus fold up? W as there no need for
such a group?
As a freshman , Ifeel that these questions have not
been answered satisfactorily. I also believe that
they are questions which concern every student , homo
sexual or heterosexual, on this campus.
Brian Butterick
*

To the editors ,
Last Thursday the 24th there was an all campus
meeting to mainly discuss the future of Colby and
us. I wish to register my anger and disappointment at
those of the student body who could not find the
tim e to attend , I am not so foolish to believe that
any of the absent did not have perfectly good
reason for their absence . I just cannot believe tha t
all of them had good reason. It is to them that 1
address myself ,
Not only am I angry , disappointed and frustrated ,
but f am curious as to a few things, Do you care at
all about Colby 's future? For example (please don 't
take this as a harassment of the fraternity way of life)
why were there :so few members I of fra ternitites at
the meeting? (Only four declared themselves when
the question was raised). I would think that a meeting with the possible effect on the fraternity way of
life being redire cting of student interest to a nontfraternity oriented social lifo would meri t at least an
official representative from each. Another exam-

in conjunctio n whith the first two, would be implementation of a system of teacher evaluations and student
evaluations of the individual students's work , both to
be entered on the student's permanent record.
Colby 's uniqueness should not be based on its rules,
it should be based on t he ki n d of edu catio n it pr ovid es
for its students. A student should be allowed to choose
the mode of evaluation that suits him best, depending
on educational sentiments, future plans, and personal
considerations. The present grading structure does not
perm it this.
The third maj or reform that Colby should im plement is
is a redefinition of credit hour requirements. Colby professes that there should be free and unrestricted pursuit
of truth. The present system of 120 credit hours restricts people by limiting the amount of time a person may
devote to an individual class, and causing superficial
studying in m any courses, instead of intensive study in
courses a person wants to take. The present credit-hour
system also lim its the amount of time for out of classroom educational experience, an experience basic to edu
cation. One hundred twenty credit hours, regardless of
the flexibly fifteen , lim its educational possibilities, by
restricting the time and number of student initiated educational ideas. The credit requirement m akes education a grind instead of a pleasant experience, and causes
people to transfer from the college due to the unreasonable harshness of the requirements.
These are viable refors,; they would make the college
a better place. But they only can be implemented if
there is student support for them. Students must show
the college that they are interested and that the reforms
are necessary. Talk about them with as many poople
as possible . Question the reforms in terms of the college philosophy . Look at Colby 's rules and decide for
yourself whether they are growth-producing or growthretarding. Don 't be complacent . . no one knows about
dissatisfaction until they hear about it. Reform can happen here, if we want it. It's work to make reforms , but up
to this point , we 've been discouraged from working because of past failures. Now is the time to assert our maturity and responsibility. Lets return Colby to its own
basic philosophy,
At 7:00 pm Monday night an open meeting to discuss
the educational practices of the school will be held in
Lovejoy 100. We will be discussing plans for getting
reforms. If you are dissatisfied with any aspect of Colby 's academic policy, come voice your ideas at this meet
ing. Reforms are not possible without your support.

ple. Mike Boyso n wanted to know the sutdent' s
reaction to a college pub. How is he on the Student
Association to accurately judge with only 1/8 of the
student body present? Do you study under the 120
credit hour requirement? Are you com fortable with
it or would you prefer more time to yourself? How
is anyone supposed to know? If a change ' is to be
made how can : it be if no one does anything? What
is our purpose in coming to Colby, let alone college?
B.A's are not the best things for jo bs so surely it
must be something else. You are setting the pace for
the rest of your life . Are you happy with being
apathetic? Do you get excited over the possiblity
of being used and walked over because of your lack of
interest?

'

W. Howard Ellis

Letter to the Committee on Standin g regarding the
decision of January 7th , 1974 to expel.. .
from Colby College on the basis of his academic
standing and overall relationship to the libera l arts
environmert, As read , tlie following week before
the commiiiu} by the student in question.
"I am here to dispute your decision of 7 January,
1974 and to clarify a few ;misunderstondings that
have existed between us now for nearly two ycars-I !•
have obviousl y failed to satisfy the majority of the
com mittee in respect to my academic perform u nco
and rclationshop to tho Colby academic world. And

i

of particular concern to Gary 's predecessor, Carl
S. Webber. Other featured authors include James,
Jewett, Masefield, Lowell, Hawthorne, Emerson,
Stowe, Whittier , Thoreau, Cather, H owells, Caldwell,
an outstanding collection of the Rollo books by Jacob
Abbott and letters and books exchanged by the good
¦
¦ and
¦¦
¦ ¦
¦
Kenfriends and neighbors Booth¦Tarkington
neth Roberts who lived on adjacent estates in Kennebunk Port.
Items in the Robinson room which lie outside the
realm of New England authors include 38 Hemmirigway letters given by Wald o Pierce, a Maine artist, who
had-served with Hemmin gway in the ambulance corp
in Europe. There are also several examples of incunabila - books dating 1450, before the era of movable type - and a letter signed by Benjamen Franklin.
Colby also has handwriting specimens of all the presidents, including Ford and these documents will probably be on a special display during the Bicentenial.
The interior of the Robinson room is arranged in
the following manner. The vertical cases contain standing exhibits which give a representa tive sampling of
what authors Colby has to offer. The horizontal cases
have cha n gin g ex hib it s and th e di splay cases in th e
center of the room concentrate on a particular author
or subject. More recent acquisitions include the Porter
collection of avant garde books given by a Colby graduate and letters by Shaw , Huxley, and Fitzgerald.
The Healy room across the hall was given entirely by
Jam es A. Healy and houses his extensive collection of
books all bymajonnd minor authors of the Irish Revival, 1880-1940. Joyce, Yeats, and Shaw are well represented and the college is fortunate enough to own 168
by Susan Staples pages in Yeat 's own hand as well as the falous blue cover
first edition of Ulysses by Joyce. The Healy room
To the left and right of that scale model of Mereceives the most use by Colby Students who are research
morial Hall on the main floor of Miller Library are
ing English papers.
two fascinating rooms which are the domain of
Scholars from all over the wold often contact Prof.
Prof . Richard Gary. Y ou have probably seen the signs
Carey by m ail to request xeroxed information concernmarking the Edwin Arlington Robinson and Healy
ing the author they are investigating. Often researchers
rooms, but unless you are excessively curious you
spend weeks at Colby examining letters and manuscripts
maynot be aware that this section of the library
from Colby's file and the rare book stacks especially
houses a pricelsss collection of manuscripts, letters
during holidays arid the summer months. Prof. Cary
and first editions which have been given to Colby ohim self has published over 100 articles and written 13
ver the years by individual collectors and relatives
and friends of some of New England's most outstand- books all about Maine and New England authors , except for one. Besides being Colby 's curator , a profesing authors. During his 17 years at Colby, Prof.
Gary who also teaches American literature and is due sor, and an author , Richard Cary edits the Colby Librato retire at the end of the year , has endeavored to ac- ry Quarterly which features articles from all over the
United States on books collected here, and is in charge
quire, promulgate and perserve rare books and reof the Colby College Press, which operating on a small
lated memorabiliain his position as curator.
budget , publishes a book a year.
Due to Colby 's geographical location , the emphaAs it is with most institutions, Colby 's collections are
sis of the collection in the Robinson room is on
increased 90% by private donations. A limited amount
60 New England authors and includes the outstandof funds provided by the college allows for the purchase
ing Edwin Arlington Robinsonn collectio n consistof books to fill in the gaps. The serious collecting of
ing of over 1,100 letter , his manuscripts, editions of
rare books and manuscripts bega n at Colby in the early
his works, and books from his personal library as
1940's and today the Robinson and Healy rooms , thanks
well as such items as his spectacles and the only two
oil portraits of Robinson inexistence. Colby also
to the efforts of Richard Cary and numerous interested
donors , reflect an excellence', and concentration not to
boasts the largest collection of editions of books by
be found at many institutions of our size.
Thomas Hardy who , although a British author , was

Look At

tary Count ry

I

his nam e is George Mitchell. After he graduates
from Georgetown Law School he worked for
Muskie in Wahsington. Then he started practising
H candidate for governor also."
asked.
Camden
"What's he do before this?"
I
law in Portland . He 's been kicking around in the stat
Longley
,
firm
1 "He's president of a Lewiston
state party organization for a while and now he's
M Associates. They sell insurance. "
running for governor."
1 "Never had a clam's ankle worth of use for them
"What' s he stand for?" asked Camden.
1insurance fellers," said Camden. "Who else is runnin'?
"Well, Camden, he got a paper out on about
1 "W ell , let me see. Ther 's one m ore independent
everything you could imagine. He's got a whole,
1candidate on the ballot. His name is William Hughes.
progra m for Maine from aid to the elderly to man.
Coutny
He
i is Register of Probate for Cumberland
agement of the state debt."
jj S "ill' s not a bad guy, but he's not too much like a
"Is that a fact?:: Well who's gonna win?
Politician. He thinks that draft dodgers should be
"Well, old budddy, I'd have to say George
H
I Punished but that 90% of the guys in the prisons
Mitchell will win by five to ten percentage
U ar<s not bad guys, just poorly trained."
points, The Bangor Daily News says tha t he has
9 "I wouldn 't wonta train 'cm any better ,"said
believability. If he has a problem with one segment of
B Camdcni.
th e voters , he puts on a television commercial and
"I think what he means is that they need
ju mps right out in front in popularity with those
H training
in some vocational skill. He slso thinks that
people."
H Ma ine
needs to create the proper environment for
"I never believe a dang thing on television."
H
¦
industry with tax incentives and municipal subsidCam don replied.
ation of waste treatment."
"Who are you going to vote for?" I asked,
U
"A-las
, said myself , 'Cam den , ya can't ketch
n
Cam don just sat there rubbing on his feeling
I tobaters in a spray barrel.'1
stone for a minute or two. Finolly ho replied , "Ken
"Ana
lly there's the Democrat Wlib's runn ing,
M
Curtis, Ayuh."
H

continued from page five
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Open : Ham - I2pm except Sun/Holidays 4-11
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Colored T.V.
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Ask f o r ou r f r e e ca talog
America 's No. 1 Hathaway
Shirt Store

There is no substitu te for quality

SMTS 6
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(Not to Duitkin ' Donuts )
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Vew addition* to the Afenu:
I j sufcjna
Spaghetti

L.cb wu.'j'c calibj gc rolls
Inputted Wiiie& Beer to go
Ki ev delivery on all orders over $5.

We no w h ave Beer in Barrels!
872-7767
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Sun-Thurs 10 am • 12 am daily
Fri & Sat !0.am - 1 am
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PIZZA RANCH
ege Ave.

105 Coll
OP E N 10 A .M. - 12:00 P.M. 7 days a week
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It alians
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FAM ILY BOOKSTORE

V2 Silver St.
Uownstairsf
special discount
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HEARTIEST PLATE IN TOWN

Fabulous Antipasto Salads . Grinder s, R avioli
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dynamite drinks at
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Now open Sundays 12-10
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MARTY'S TEXACO
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE CARE

tune ups
shocks
front end alignment
exhaust systems
tires

inspection station
winterizing
batteries
road service

Board of Trustees
Rep., Public
Info Chm,
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All-Campus
Meeting, Board
of Trustees
Vote Recapped

¦
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872-9760

Across from Elm Plaza

l.tardifHj
ewelek
40 Main Street I ' I Waterville . Me.

AL COREX
Music Center

99 MAI N STRKKT
AMPL IFIERS * PAS
TRAYNOR
YAMAHA
IM -USH

GUITARS
MARTIN
YAMAHA
GIBSON
I IAGSTRUM
RECORD S - TAPKS - SHKKT MUSIC
ALL YOUR Mt 'SlC AI. Nl-.KDS
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Due to the withdra wal of one student repres entative ,
there is an opening for a student representa tive to the
Board of Trustees . This is an elected position voted on
by the student body . The function of studen t rep. to the
Board of Trustee s is to maintain a vita l communication
bridge between the student body and the final decision
making board of the college. The studen t representative
should bc aware of campus sentiments and movements
so these can be conveyed directly to the trustees. In turn ,
s/he can serve as a direct link between th e trustees and the
students. It should be noted that freshmen are not eligible for this position .
Also vacant is the Public Information Chair on the
Student Association 's Executive Board. The public Information Chairperson keeps track of records and infor mation. S/he acts as a connection between the Executi ve
Board of Stu-A and the channels of communication at
Colby (WMIIB , Echo), so that you know what' s happening politically, academically, and socially.
Anyone interested in cither position must pick up
petitions availab le at Roberts Desk and ret urn them to
Roberts no later than Friday, November 8 at 5:00 p.m. •
Elections will be held on Friday, Nov. 15. Polls are
opened fro m 10:00 a.m. • 6:00 p.m. at your assigned
mail centers and outside the Spa for you off-cam pus
folks.

.4

On Friday October 1 8th the Board of Trustees
!J
' [ ! voted on the recom mendations m ade by the CSFC
' \: in their Physical Plant Facili ties Repro t. Here are th e
: J : re sults of that vote:
' J\
Oct . 18th vot e of the
; J!
TRUSTEE PLANNING COMMITTEE
; »ri
¦'[
On Physical Plant Facil ities
•< [
Voted : That the recommenda tion of the Pre sdient
¦!j
and the Comm ittee to Study the Future of Colby,
\\ [
" \\
for improving Colby 's physical plant in the thre e
' ![
areas of Science , Perform ing Arts , and Health
'. \[
Care , with provisions for endo wment for maint cn' \i
ance of such facitlities , bc and hereby arc app; jt
roved and that the adminis tration initiate prom p; i . tly the planning for these facilities and present
| each to the Board in its final form wit h cost est' { imatos for final app roval.
¦tt
.' * What does this mean? Probably tha t the college
! {does plan to go ahead with these three projects. Fin al
J cost 'estimates could , however , upset these plans.
'. K
*
continued on page eight
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Webber St eah House w^§S|
§ Sea Food *r $%
Cocktails
Tel . 207/453-901 1

•
3 Min. north of downto wn Waterville on Rt *. 201 -11 & 100

Open 7:00 a.m to 10 p.m.; weekends to 11 p.m.

Quality Food; Good Service, Low Prices, and
jum. lhe right amt of atmosphere at:
(Maine's Finest little Steak House)

THE RED BARN
Off Rt. 139 Monroe
Friday nite Rock .'n Roll 9-1 a.m

OAT WILLY
WHIPPER'S PIZZA.
(Opposite Post Office)

Pizra, Italians, Meatballs, Roast Beef
FREE delivery on $10.00 order
873-4812

Maurice 's Market

Pomona Makes
Eyes at

Colby

Reprinted from Pom ona weekly
With the new opportunities for students to travel
The faculty at Colby is a different breed. For many
abroad to Nairobi and Israel , people may have forgotten
of the professors, Colby is their last stop, an opportunity
about one of Pom ona College's most popular alternato teach students and settle in the state of Maine. Teachtive semesters, the Colby exhange. This exchange ,
ing and getting to know students, not producing rewhich currently has transplanted 13 Pomona students
search , is the major preoccupation of Colby professors.
to Colby College, offers new vistas to anyone interested
Classroom informality and student participation seem
in breaking up their consecutive streak of studying in
to abound at Colby. When the professor does not have
Claremont. Indeed , I was in the midst of a prolonged
all the answers, creativity is encouraged , rather than
sophomore slump when I signed up last fall to take a
stifled.
semester in Waterville , Maine.
The social life at Colby revolves to a large extent
Waterville is a commercial industrial town of 19,000,[k
located in the ecologically unspoiled and underpopulated re around the fraternities. Without a social committee ,
the frats (which house 45% of the male student body)
region of central Maine. Colby College, a three
take the responsibility for providing parties every week
minute hitch from downtown Waterville , sits symend. All your preconceptions about frat parties are
m etrically atop Mayflower Hill. The college's Georgian
true - and then some. They are incredibly crowded , with
architecture is surrounded by woods and open spaces
beer , propositions, dancing bodies, and Beach Boy 's
Providing excellent opportunities for jogging and crossrecords revolving around the room.
country skiing.
Fortunately, the alternatives to fra t parties are the
Academ ically, Colby is not as intensely competismaller, Claremont-type gatherings in Foss-Woodman
tive as Pomona. While Colby students spend three more
(the freaks dorm ) a student coffeehouse featuring jazz
hours per week in class (they take five courses) than
and local groups, and of course the assortment of
Pomona students , thoy are not seen flocking to the lipubs, bars , and discotheques in Waterville, The drinkbrary on Saturday afternoons. The heftier Pomona
ing age in Maine is 18.
fading lists account for much of the difference.
' Be forewarned that it is possible to lose touch with
Colby is exceptionally strong in its i English departmost cultural events if you come to Colby. Colby is
ment with many students involved in a superb Arheria three and a half hour drive from Boston (a great
C(in Studies program . Colby is also one of a fow schools
weekend) and is somewhat in isolation from the rest
in the country to offer a degree in environmental
of the world.
studies , anot her popular major on campus.

Pizza & Italian Sandwiches
Tuna & Roast Beef Sandwiches
Ice Cubes, Beer, Ale & Wines
OPEN DAILY 8:30-11:0O, Sun. to Thurs.
Friday & Saturday til 12:00

40 Elm St.

872-6481

THE
I AVERN
DRAUGHT BEER and WI NE
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
COLLEGEAVE.

Don and Ruth Perkins *

Arno ld
Hotel
Wefcom* Co/by Parents
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Between Waterville and Fairfield
On Rou tes 201, 100, and 11

Color telemtcn

Co|by Co|,fge Nwrby

Swimmingpool
Air Conditioning
Phones
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phone: (207) 872-2735
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Looking For Something
|
¦
Peculiar?
. .jj
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Among our more esoteric record s you will discover:

S

w

Gid Tanner and his Skillet Lickers
Monty Python 's Flying Circus
f
Oregon
Musi c for Zen Meditation and Other Joys
The Com pleat Blue Oyster Cult Collection
Alistair Anderson
Bach Played on the Harmoni ca
The Wombles
.. .plus many others too peculiar to mention and quite a few not so peculiar . . . ¦
Hallow een Contest Judging - Tonight at 7:00
Prizes for best and most unusual costumes
Trivia question of the week :
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How many Paganini violin concert! are there?
©
© P ri z e : B eethove n , symphony no.5 - Solti
§
8 Last week's answer: Verve/Folkways or Verve/Forecast X
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"And do as adversaries do in law , -*^ ll£ni
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strive mightily,
HI
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but eat and drink as friends." RESfGilt
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WATEBVttLE _

SHAZZAM

209 MAIN ST.
Special: Recycled Jeans - $2.00 a pair
Hand Embroidered Kashmir Rugs - $5.00

THE LATEST FAD:

CARPET YOUR DOOR! !
AVAILABLE ONLY AT

C A R P E T AND
SHOPPE

RUG

KENNEDY DR., WATERVILLE

—COME IN AND SEE OUR DOORS—

WATERV ILLE TRAVEL
MAKE YOU R HOLIDAY
RESERVATI ONS NOW WITH

STEVE TAIT X360
ALSO BOOK NOW
for

SPRING VACATION

BERMUDA $320
JAMAICA $340
HURRY! JUST A
FEW SPACES LEFT

Woodrow W ilson Senior Fellow to lecture tonight in Arboretum at midnight
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continued from page six
It is also possible that strong student support for
a campus center , co m bin ed with a co n scien scio u s
report on the possibiliites of a campus center could
induce the Board to reconsider action on the building of a cam pus center.
"Resolved: We, students at Colby College find
that we have not been adequately consulted and
respresented in the-CSFC report and other areas
concerning life at Colby. We respectfully and strongly
urge that the Board of Trustees remain open to
student needs and opinions and reflect these in any
decisions regarding Colby College ."
This was one result of the Student Association 's
first all-cam pus meeting . Held October 17th at 8:30
pm , the meeting was intended to inform students
of the Board of Trustees Oct. 18 meeting during
which a-vote would be taken on the recomm endations ,
made by the Committee to Study the Futur e of
Colby in the section of their report entitled Physical
Plant Facilities. The Student Association fell; the
reportdi dn t adequately reflect the .» adent needs
particularly in the CSFC's consideracion of a Student
Center Plan (The recommendation of the CSFC was
the renovation of Roberts Union to serve as a Campus Center).
Thus a meeting was called to both inform and
hear response from students with the intention that
the Student Association would then be able to approach the Board on this with a statement which represented student opinion,
The results of the in eeting were encouraging ,;
a resolution was adopted and opinions were hea rd both
on the subject ot a student Center and on other matters of student need . Attendance however was disapointing (approximately 200)despite the fact that
W MHB carried the proceedings live.
A number of students expressed opinions and
asked questions at the meeting. The need for a theater and serious consideration for a Student Center
were established at the meeting. The resolution
adopted reflected the feeling at the meeting that
these matters (theater , Student Center) deserved moPe

serious consideration than accorded . in the.C SFC , r ,; ,; .,, ,
report.
Perhaps the m ost serious point raised by the meeting was m ade clear by one student 's sta-nent , that
students are obviously satisfied with the quality of
life at Colby. His Reasoning? The number of students in attendance. Do students really want a student
center? The answer from those who attended the
meeting was yes! What about the othere? How do
you feel?

seececccosoGOceoooosccceGoeoQosooosocoo
continued from page four
this is with good reason for it has not been at all
promising.
"I came to Colby , like many other students , not
knowing why and expecting too m uch. But I
chose Colby; not just once but three times. The
first time from a catalogue description , the second
fro m a personal necessity io return , and the third
fro m a shaky notion that Colby had what I wanted, The guidlines , I understood , but have since
ignored. No, I came to be taught the wisdomof
clear thinking, and the wisdom of open eyes .
However teaching is most assuredly a coopera t ive
endeavor. No? Well , bc tha t as it .may, /, can
restrain myself no longer. 1 confess that I have
not been cooperating.
"And you know , 1 really don 't know why, Colby is
is such a lovely place. All those big bushy trees
and the grass is always so nicely trimmed. I
guess I shouldn 't bo complaining . When the
stork settled me in the nest and waved goodbye ,
I certainly didn 's think J'd end up in such a fantastic place . No m aybe yourc right. I supoose
Colby could very well be the center of the
universe.
"But then again maybe I'm j ust plain stupid
to think that. Well , anyway, it's up to the
committee now. So t"\\ leave you nenrlcm en
In privacy to consider the situation. "

(

Lanza del Vasto:
Perfect Master
To Appear
In Given

MALLETMAN
HERE

SATURDAY NITE

Award -winning vibist Gary Burton , faculty member
at Boston 's BerkleeCollege of Music, will appear in
concert with his Quintet at Colby College on Saturd a y, November 2nd.
Since entering Berklee as a student fourteen years
•
ago, Gary developed the four-mallet technique , thus
changing the world's concept of the technical and mussical possibilities of the vibes. He later gained national prominence as a featured soloist with George Shearing, Stan Getz , Quincy Jones. Burton 's "genius"
has been heralded by his peers and the international
m usic critics corps and has captured first place in
numerous popularity polls. In '73 th e National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences recognized
G ary 's talent by presenting him with a Grammy Award
f or his solo ef f o r t in th e "Al o ne At L a st " album.
Today, apart from his s'.ilo appearan ces , Gary Burton is accom panied by fellow Berklee colleagues:
Wssist Steve Swallow and guitarist Pat Metheny ; alumnus Mick Goodrick on lead guitar and percussionist
Bob Moses.

MIDTERMSTAKE
TOLL ON
NETWOMEN

Due to the strain of midt erms , this authors of this
article are lacking in the humor department. Colby 's
Women 's Tennis Tea m suffered two defeats in the
past week , Bowdoin 7-0 and UNH 5-2. The Bowdoin
scores are not worth mentioning so we'll giv e you the
#sults of th UNH match. If it wasn 't for Bev Vay hinger
who won 6-3,7-6 , 7-6, Colby would have experienced a
total wipe out. We all welcome Janet McManam a to the
Leper squad as she took the big yip with a severe
case of "iron elbow ", Losing 6-3, 6-2. Carolyn Frazier
also succumbed 6-4, 6-2. Lynnic Bruce and Robin
Rood bombed out 6-2, 6-3. Terry Grassy y and Val
Brown bit the dust 6-1, 6-2. Madeline (oh Farts! )
^ Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Thursday, Novem ber 7th , Lanza del Vast o will
speak atColby in Given Auditorium . The lecutre
is sponsored by Cultura l Life.
Lanza is a Christian disciple of Gandhi and foun
er and director of the Ark , a frate rna l ord er of
spinners, weavers, and gardeners in France.
He is also the author of fourteen pieces of writting on various subje cts all with an em phasis on
simplicity and non-violence.
B orn in 1901 , in southern Italy, Lanza received
form al education in France and Itlay and earned a
doctorate in philosophy. After his graduation he
wrote poetry, painted , and sculptured. Shortly he
was broke and lived the life of a bum wandering
about Europe. In 1937 he joined Gandhi' sj;roup
in India where he remained for a year.
Returning to Europe he preached the philosophy
of nonviolence and peace before form ing the
community of the Ark which now has seventy mem- . —
bers.
Some quotes from Lanza s latest book "Principles
and Precepts of The Return to the Ovbious ," will
perhaps tell more about what the reader can expect.
Whatever , if you 're interested come and listen and
ask on Thursday, Novem ber 7th in Given.
From Lanza del Vasto:

i On Truth:
"The polite he like a woman who puts on makeup without having washed. "
On Chastity:
"Chastity does not forbid love; it is the defensive
weapon of love."
On Sleep
"At night;, take a convenient stone for a pillow. "
On Your Body:
"All created things have their echo in your body
as the sound of the sea echoes in the conch. "
On Silence:
"Be silent much in order to have something to say
worth hearing. But again be silent to hear yourself. "
On Love:
"Love is the passion that burns and destroys everything; th e action that creates and saves everything. "

Theodore and Val Jones wrapped it up with a 6-1 ,
6-1 loss. We all enjoyed playing by the light of the '
silvery moon.
Over the past week end three girls from the team
played in the New England Interco llegiate Championship at Yale. The doubles team of Bev Vahinger and
Carolyn Frazier lost in the first round to U. of Bridgeport , 3-6, 6-4, 1-6, They won their first consecutive
round against BC 10-8, but lost in their next round
to Conn. College , 10-2 . In singles , Janet won her
first round against Williams 6-3, 6-2, but lost in the
second round to Brown 6-2 , 6-2. Wait till Hockey
season . Pandas.
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RUGGED RUGBY SHIRTS

S

Rock Climbing & Back packing Equipment

|

SKIS, BOOTS , DOWN CLOTHING

|

|

MAINE'S MOST COMPLETE SPORTS SHOP

|

|
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LOVE IS

Love is a giving thing,
so give the gift of love
... a Keepsake diamond ring.
Choose from perfect solitaires,
beautiful matched sets and trios.
Modern and traditional settings
in precious 14K gold. Keepsake ,
there is no finer diamond ring.

"•

Keepsake
nioitrinieLouMOND

niNot

top lo bottom-LADYLOVE, RACHEL, LADY VALLEY, BRITTANIA
T.M R<g. A.H. Pond 0
'Ind your Kaapttka Jnwelort In the Yellow paoet or dial Ins 00O-243-80O0. In Conn , 0OO-88248OC

HOW TO PUN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING !
Send new 20 pg. booklet, "Plannin g Your Engagement and Wedding " plus
full color folder and 44 pg, Bride 's Book gift ©(for oil for only 350.
f-74
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VALLEY SPORTS
RT. 4 AUBURN
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KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE , N,Y. 13201
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MR. BIG

BEEF AND BREW

KENNEDY MEMORIAL DRIVE
WATERVILLE

J$ &
^^^ Ok
W7 '3|

j $|

873-0301

-THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL:
ROAST BEEF SANDWICH - 79c

'
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YEo we care
about you r MAIK

The VILLAGE BARBERS
HAIR STYLING For Men and Women
873-1344

113 Main St.

GIVE SOMEBODY DUNKIN DON UTS
^Pf§\

GET SOME LOVIN' BACK

Mj MJ

ATKI NS CO.
HAS MOVED!

COME IN AND SEE
OUR BEAUTIFUL NEW STORE.
Larger Store Means
More Stock and Variet y.
WE CARRY:
• THE FASTEST COLOR SLIDE FILM
(ASA 500- 1000)

BLACK AND WHITE PRINT FILM (ASA

1600-6000 )
BUDGET PRICED 35 mm. WSLR OR A

PROFESSIONAL MINITOLA SLR
—STOP BY-

JUST ACROSS FROM THE CONCOURSE

155 MAIN ST.

first place in the "dot splitting for accuracy "event. The
^
B team 's Mitch Brown missed his third dot by a hair to
narrowly miss tieing Barry for first .
In the chain throw, an event which involves ceiling
a surveyer's metal tape-measure for speed and neatness, V'
both Peter Torres and Jim Gibson scored well for haveing
never handled a "chain " before !
Aft er lun ch , both teams tossed pulp ( four feet legs)
in a relay with Jim Gibson scoring eight for eight (what
was that about practice?). In the'cfcainsaw cut (for speed)
Mark Helmus and Morga n Murphy showed good form ,
although not quite up to those competitors who make
th eir living with th e m achine s
The competitio n was keen in the axe throwing
event as two throwers tied for first with 92 points
out of a possible 100. iMitch i Brown thre w excellently for a 71 and Dave Galvin was close behind with
a 66.
n
Log decking - always a Colby favorite - was next ,
and again the competition was stiff. Both the A's
Barry Davies and John Dwyer and the B's Scott John
son and Ted Bristol performed well and without
a hitch , breaking a Colby jinx of many years standing.
Dave Galvin and Mark Murphy hit the stake in the
tree felling event with excellent speed , securing a
place in the top five. However, Colby B 's Mitch Brown
and Ted Bristol did not fare so well.
Fredericton , N.B., Canada - Competing against lumber- '
jacks and tim bercuiters from the deep woods of Canada
The last event in the competition , although by no
means the least , was firebuilding and once again a
and the Northeast , Colby's Woodsmen proved tha t the
Colby tradition was shattered as pyre Mark Murphy
Libera l Art s can stand up to the ruggedest of forestry
scorched his way to third place. Cliff Reichert ,
schools. On the cold, windy campus of the Univer,
burning for the B team , had trouble with the wind
sity of New Brunswick last Saturday, Colby 's "A"
but still produced a far better showing than som e of
t eam placed a very respectable ninth in a field of twenColby 's recent past.
ty one six-men teams, while the Colby "B" finished sevtwelve
Colby
Although firebuilding was the last event for scoring
the
enteenth. With only five veteransin
points toward the Woodsmen 's trophy, it was far
(only two on the A team), the meet was considered a
from the last "event " of th e meet. At supper , Cliff
great success and indicates a high potential for future
showed his endurance (among other things) as he
competitions.
chugged a bottle of Boones Farm while standing on
Speed chopping was the first event of the morning.
Capt ain Barry Davies and rookie John Dwyer flew througti a chair in the middle of the dining hall - to the delight and with the hearty support of all the other •
th e wood for the A team - John baring his biceps, to
woodsm en. Later in the evening at the "Hammerfest '
m ake the chip s fly, but they were overwhelmed by the
¦
celebration many of the Colby woodsmen warmed • ' •:• ;
incredible speed of some Paul Bunyans present. Cliff
their spirits with some traditional spirits and warmed
Reichert and Scott Johnson fared sim ilarly for the Coltheir toes by joining in the tradit ion of firewalking
by B even while showing a strong effort.
(J
in the UNB bonfire (although first place in this exth e log spli t ti n g wen t differ ently, however.
hibiti on of "pyrobasie " must be awarded to a crazy
Flouting all Colby tradition in this event , the B's Mordude from U. Maine named Dana Hall , Colby 's Peter
gan Murp hy and Jim Gibson each quartere d their logs
Torres and Barry Davies * showed good form , while
in in three straight chops of the axe, w hil e th e A' s
Clifford almost put the fire out!)
Peter Torres and Mark Helmus preformed similarly
For the Colby woodsmen the meet was a great
(with a few extra swings) to set the best time in recent
success in terms of both the results of the numerous
Colby history.
events and the enjoyment of competing for fun in
Following the old adage that "practice ma kes perfect
both Colby teams scored well in the team sawing events
skills of axe and wood which are disappearin in
man
single
bucksawing and two-man crosscut. The A
today 's mechanized world. But the seaso n is over
for a while; those who eat breakfast in R oberts won 't
team finished in the top five in the bucksaw relay, cutting "cookies" from the 8x8 hemlock at an average
meet the handfull of wierdos any longer returnin g
of twenty-five seconds apiece!
from chopping and sawing with the sunrise . . . at
.)
least until practice resumes in January for the winter
Next Barry Da vies exhibited his expert axemanship
(which comes from spending more time grinding on
meet in Montreal
axes than grinding at physics) as he swung his axe to
"Foresters once , foresters twice . .. "'
.

An
Ax
To
Grind

CAREER
DAY
WEDNESDAY
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Josep h' s of Fairfield

On Wednesday, November 6, Colby College will host
a U.S. Government Career Day at Runnals Union (upstairs) from 1 0:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
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The Best Brand Names at the Best Prices
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Rossigno l ROC 555 & ST 650
$149.95 §
I
Rossignol GT Reg $205,now
11
©
125.00
j
Representative s from a variety of federa l agencies and
Spaulding
Formidable
save
20%
|
150.00 ;(
activities , such as U.S. Customs service, Farmers Home
\
Yamaha
Epox
I
Reg.
$120
now
76 .00 { . )
Adm inistration , Federa l Home Loan Bank Board , ReHart Free Style save $25.00
150.00
gional Admini st ration of National Banks, Veterans Admiiv
Olin
MarklV
now
for
istration Center , Internal Revenue Service, Supervisor
180.00 ][
Also
Nordica
Boots
X
of Shipbuilding and the U.S.Civil Service Commission
i
/
will be on hand to discuss the latest programs and emi
All colors from
49.95 j
ploymcnt opportuni ties in the Federa l Government and i I Cross Country Package :
!! ,
to provide instruction 'on how to apply for Federa l jobs . |
Sk is,Poles ,Bin dings ,Boots-|j ' ,
A $98.00 Value for only
I
59.00 ;
Career Day is not a recruiting effort , but rather an in- !
A
formal meetin g between students and government representatives , Students at all academic levels and with
all academic backgrounds arc invited to take advantage
of this opportunit y to learn about possible future careers with the Federa l government.
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Hal Joseph '44

'

Paul Bust is '64
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An exhibition ot pen and ink drawings and sketches
I
1and acrylic painting by Maine artist Ed Moffitt w ill
§ beg in Monday (oct. 28) in Colby College's Roberts

that all the time, we bega n with the idea ot providing a
free or at least cheap place to go and meet friends and
eat good cookies and maybe secondarily hear good music. That was when we had no money. But having a
healthy budget is no reason to hang it up altogether.
That kind of Coffee House evening can be easily arranged using Colby talent , and b esides gives them a
chance to make a little money. So Friday night is the

1Un ion.
1 AWatcrville resident , Moffitt has exhibited widely
H in the Bangor area , including the Bangor Are society
8 the Bangor Sketch Club, and at the Stable Inn in Brewer
I Although a graduate of the University of Maine at
i Orono , he is a self-schooled artist who began drawing
m a nd painting at an early age.
H The public may view the exhibit through November

night to let us know you can do something. Also it
would be OK if a few jer ks would come to lighten
things up with a tumbling act or a singing saw or something. This :night is supposed to substitute for auditions but let 's not be too serious about it.
Remember - coffee and tea arc free and so's the
door this week. Come and bring your friends.

I 16.

I COFFEEHOUSE
1Coffee House - Friday 8:30- Amateur Night
S Free Admission

Para secretos le* ol "Echo 1* ,

Q. A.

8 Amateur anything is what we 're after this Friday
¦
night. The expressed purpose of this no admission
8 affair is to provid e a casual opportunity tor unknown
i campus talent to present itself to us. Although the
n Coffee House can afford to bring more professional tarn lent in from far and wide this year, we'd rather not do

Lost : Black Wallet , with ID belonging ; to Richard
rdDarlov
Red and Black Lumberman 's jacket , misplaced
in Roberts.
High School class ring. Left in piano in
Dana Lounge.
Navy blue purse containing wallet and checkbook
Various and sundry ID cards lost!
o
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RARE,SPECIAL FILM! ,.

a co mpelling experience. "

N. Y. Daily News
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EVERYBODY'S GOT ONE
...WHAT'S YOURS?
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FOR SALE:
Sierra Designs 60/40 wind parka .
Size large , color , orange.

See Bill Silverman
202 Marrin er
X 564
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AN IRVMAR PRODUCTION

LOVEJOY

FRIDAY

Tim es 7:30 & 9:30
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Roberta Weil, who holds the highest governmental
position of any woman in Maine, will present a Woman's
Studies Lecture at Colby College on Thursday (Oct. 31).
Mrs. W eil, appointed a year ago as Commissioner of
Business Regulation, will speak at 7:30 p.m . in Dunn
Lounge of Runnals Union on "Women in Executive
Roles. "
In her position the West Harpswell resident oversees
li "ONE SMALL STEP FOR MAN, BUT ONE GIANT
the new departm ent of state which was authorized by
j
—PENTHOUSE
I the 106th Legislature to encompass the five bureaus
I
IORGY FOR MANKIND."
of banks and banking, insurance , ; and. damage board ,
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^^ «^^MB^S5HBHffli real estate board and boxing commission.
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"A FASCINATING ACHIEVEMENT. ..WISE, SAD AND OFTEN
COMFUNNY... HUGELY EFFECTIVE AND MOVING AND IT ISYork
ARE."
PLETE IN THE WAY THAT VERY FEW MOVIES
EVER
—Vincent Canby,
New
Times
^fl| ^^

' 'It is a n .iracle... a
beautifully understated
film, sophisticated
and cosmopolitan in
style, fascinatin g
in its subtlety
and complexity. "

—Peter Sch|eldahl. New York Times
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'CLEARLY A MASTERPIECE-^MEMORIES' IS BRILLIANT ,
INTRICATE, IRONIC AND EXTREMELY INTELLIGENT. "
—Arthur Coo per, Newsweek

UNDERDEVELOPMENT"
'MEMORIES
OF
A TrlcorMliwrttl Films/Cantar Por Cuban Studies R«I«im
Sptn lih LinguM *
with Infl lllhSuMim

